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Abstract
A Study of Semi-Automated Tracing
by
Jeffrey Holden
Requirements tracing is crucial for software engineering practices including change
analysis, regression testing, and reverse engineering. The requirements tracing
process produces a requirements traceability matrix(TM) which links high- and
low-level document elements. Manually generating a TM is laborious, time con-
suming, and error-prone. Due to these challenges TMs are often neglected. Auto-
mated information retrieval(IR) techniques are used with some efficiency. How-
ever, in mission- or safety-critical systems a human analyst is required to vet the
candidate TM. This introduces semi-automated requirements tracing, where IR
methods present a candidate TM and a human analyst validates it, producing a
final TM. In semi-automated tracing the focus becomes the quality of the final
TM. This thesis expands upon the research of Cuddeback et al. by examining
how human analysts interact with candidate TMs. We conduct two experiments,
one using an automated tracing tool and the other using manual validation. We
conduct formal statistical analysis to determine the key factors impacting the
analyst’s tracing performance. Additionally, we conduct a pilot study investigat-
ing how analysts interact with TMs generated by automated IR methods. Our
research statistically confirms the finding of Cuddeback et al. that the strongest
impact on analyst performance is the initial TM quality. Finally we show evidence
that applying local filters to IR results produce the best candidate TMs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Many common software engineering practices including change analysis, re-
gression testing, and reverse engineering have a common ground: a traceability
matrix (TM) is required to preform these tasks efficiently. A TM is generated
through the process of requirements tracing which, according to Gotel et al., is the
process of following “the life of a requirement, in both a forwards and backwards
direction (i.e., from its origins, through its development and specification, to its
subsequent deployment and use, and through all periods of on-going refinement
and iteration in any of these phases)” [14]. The traceability matrix specifies the
links between artifacts of the software process, for example determining which
requirements are addressed by which test cases for a software system.
There is little doubt that most, if not all, complex software projects could
benefit greatly from the creation and maintenance of TMs. Unfortunately, due
to project priorities as well as the laborious, time consuming, and error-prone
nature of the tracing task, TMs are often neglected. When TMs are created
and maintained, the process tends to be manual, requiring a human analyst to
evaluate all potential links between the documents. In many mission- and/or
1
safety-critical systems, these TMs are vital and are frequently mandated by gov-
ernment regulations. However, even though TMs are desirable or required, they
frequently receive a lower priority.
Due to the vast number of software engineering tasks where a TM is benefi-
cial, and the fact that generating TMs can be an arduous and error-prone task,
researchers have looked for ways to automate the TM creation process. Cur-
rent research has focused on applying techniques from the field of information
retrieval. Information retrieval techniques are concerned with which documents
from a collection are relevant to particular queries. In automated requirements
traceability the requirements act as queries and the elements of the low-level
artifact serve as the document collection being searched [17].
To date, most research has shown that information retrieval techniques can
be applied to successfully generate candidate TMs in an automated fashion [2,
25, 16]. In this document “candidate TM” refers to a TM that has not been
vetted by a human analyst. Current automated methods can recover a large
portion of the valid links, however they also produce many false positives. The
majority of current research has focused on this area, attempting to get the
automated methods to eliminate false positives while still returning all valid links,
getting closer to the so called “golden standard”[7]. In traceability research, the
quality of an automated method has been equated to the overall accuracy of the
result produced : a method producing more accurate candidate TMs is considered
preferable to a method producing less accurate candidate TMs.
With the advent of automated techniques, two different tracing processes
are possible: manual and fully automated tracing. The tracing process can be
broken down into two parts: (1) collection of potential links and (2) validation
of the links. In manual tracing, both parts 1 and 2 are accomplished by a human
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analyst. In a fully automated tracing process, parts 1 and 2 are both done by
special purpose tracing software.
However, in mission- and safety-critical systems, TMs are often required to
be vetted by a human analyst[16]. In this vetting process an analyst must go
through and validate the candidate TM. During this vetting process the analyst
must validate given links along with adding links the automated process did not
produce. This entire process must be fast, accurate, and certifiable. The former
cannot be achieved without automated methods, however the latter requires a
human to vet the TM.
This produces a process which we call assisted tracing or semi-automated
tracing. Semi-automated tracing combines manual and fully automated tracing
such that both the collection of links and link validation may be from either
humans or software. When examining assisted tracing, the overall quality of
the result is determined by the human-validated TM, not the TM produced by
automated tool. Due to this, it is vital that the assisted tracing be done in
such a way that the analyst consistently makes good decisions. If the
automation produces a perfect quality TM, but the analyst can not recognize
this while vetting, the process will fail. Figure 1.1 gives a visual representation
contrasting manual, fully automated, and semi-automated tracing.
When evaluating the quality of various tracing methods, a common approach
is to look at the accuracy of the final TM produced. To examine the accuracy of
a TM, a common method is to compare the TM to the true or ideal TM (called
the golden standard)1. The accuracy measures used are precision, which is the
percent of retrieved links that are true, recall, which is the percent of true links
1This “golden standard” is normally generated by the research team through manual tracing.
We provide more information about the process we used to create this standard in Section 4.3.2
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Figure 1.1: The overall process of a) manual tracing b) fully automated
tracing c) semi-automated tracing.
that are retrieved, and f -measure, which is the harmonic mean between precision
and recall. These measures are described more formally in section 2.3.
In 2005, Hayes and Dekhtyar began to examine the role of the analyst in the
assisted tracing process. Specifically they asked whether higher-quality candidate
TMs reliably lead to higher quality final TMs. The initial thoughts were:
1. The assisted tracing process would be “garbage–in – garbage–out”: if an
analyst was given a low accuracy candidate TM they would have a more
difficult time than if given a high accuracy candidate TM.
2. Analysts would tend to improve the quality of the candidate TM.
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A small experiment was conducted to test these expectations and while the sam-
ple size was insufficient to draw solid conclusions, it did provide anecdotal evi-
dence that neither assumption held.
The study of assisted tracing was next extended in 2009 – 2010 by Cuddeback
et al.[7, 6]. Their research gave additional support that the ”good-in – good-
out” scenario may not be the case. In fact, in [7, 6] analysts given some of the
lowest accuracy candidate-TM improved them, while analysts vetting the highest
accuracy candidate TMs decreased the overall accuracy.
The experiment described in [7, 6] was conducted using a BlueJ plug-in called
ChangeStyle designed to format Java source code. This dataset contains 32 re-
quirements, 17 test cases, and 24 true-validated links. This dataset is described
in detail in section 4.3. The full dataset can be viewed in Appendix H.
Cuddeback et al.[6] collected and presented information about the change in
accuracy between the initial TM and the final TM. The main way the analyst
behavior was evaluated was by mapping the drift from initial TM to the final TMs
accuracy as measured by recall and precision. This was illustrated by drawing
vectors from the initial TM (represented by the tail) to the final TM (represented
by the head of the vector) in precision-recall space.
In [7, 6] Cuddeback et al. noticed four different analyst behaviors based on
starting precision and recall values. The behavior was based on the quadrant
of the initial TM(see Figure 1.2): (1) low-precision, low-recall; (2) low-precision,
high-recall; (3) high-precision, low-recall; and (4) high-precision, high-recall. Due
to the importance of these observations to this thesis we provide an explanation of
each of the four regions, how they are identified, and an overview of the behavior
observed by participants in this region. Figure 1.2 summarizes the main results
5
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Figure 1.2: Average precision and recall drift from [6], separated in
four quadrants
of [6].
Low precision, Low recall. Initial TMs in this region, lower left corner of
Figure 1.2, contained a very low percentage of the total correct links with many
of the presented links being false positives i.e. incorrect links. The initial TMs in
this region were 20-30 links in size. These where the lowest quality TMs presented
to any analysts as measured by f2−measure. The analysts performed quite well
and were able to substantially improve the quality of their TM. They showed
the ability to recognize valid links in their initial TM as well as retrieve valid
links that were missing. While these analysts did not reach 100% accuracy, they
showed the desirable trajectory and vetting behavior.
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Low precision, High recall. Initial TMs in this region, lower right corner of
Figure 1.2, were the largest in the experiment with many valid links, but also
with the false-positive links outnumbering the valid links. These TMs ranged
from 34 to 110 links in size.
The analysts working with these TMs successfully identified and removed
many of the false positives, however in the process, also removed some correct
links. These analysts displayed a ”weeding out” behavior where they rarely
went looking for missing links but focused on candidate link vetting, often with
correctness being a casualty. This is shown by the vector which increased in
precision, however at the cost of recall. The final TMs submitted by analysts
contained fewer false positives but did not completely remove them.
High precision, Low recall. Initial TMs in this region, upper left corner of
Figure 1.2, were very small in size. The majority of links that were displayed
were correct, however most of the correct links were still missing. These TMs
were 6-14 links in size.
The analysts presented such TMs tended to understand that their candidate
TMs did not contain enough links and went searching for additional links to add.
When adding links the analysts did correctly recognize and add several valid
links, however they also added many false positives. This is shown by the vector
which increased in recall, however at the cost of precision.
High precision, High recall. The TMs in this region, upper right corner of
Figure 1.2, were the highest quality matrices presented to the analysts. These
TMs contained between 14 and 31 links, with the majority of the links being
valid.
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The analysts given such TMs showed interesting behavior. Despite being pre-
sented with the highest quality TMs, they frequently produced TMs of decreased
accuracy. In fact, out of the 11 participants with TMs in this region only one ana-
lyst increased the accuracy of their TM significantly, with three more maintaining
their accuracy. The remaining seven participants decreased their TM accuracy
by an average of almost 9% when comparing the f -measure. In this region ana-
lyst behavior was diverse; some analysts improved precision but decreased recall
while others improved recall at the expense of decreasing precision.
The observations made by Cuddeback et al.[6] revealed interesting analyst
behaviors. Considering these results, with semi-automated tracing, we can no
longer rely solely on the accuracy of the automated methods as the
criteria for the quality of the tracing process. In contrast, we must now
acknowledge that the human analyst is a vital component in the traceability
process and therefore design semi-automated systems which can account for and
mitigate fallible behavior of humans.
The research in this thesis looks to continue where the study of
Cuddeback et al. left off. First, we undertook a larger study to expand upon
Cuddeback[6] and validate the results found in his experiment. We did this by
running similar experiments with two additional tracing processes: one using a
second traceability tool and the other asking participants to vet a candidate TM
manually. Additionally we looked to gather more detailed information concerning
what an analyst did while tracing. To accomplish this we integrated logging into
our traceability tool which recorded user actions while vetting. We expanded
Cuddeback’s study of 33 analysts by adding 38 manual process participants and
13 participants who used a different software tool.
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By combining these new participants with the participants from Cuddeback,
we were able to form a large enough sample to perform formal statistical analysis.
Our experiments confirmed the findings of Cuddeback et al., both informally and
formally with statistics.
After validating the results of Cuddeback et al. we expanded upon these
findings. In the experiments Cuddeback et al. performed, the candidate TMs
were constructed based on specified 〈precision, recall〉 numbers using an ad-hoc
generation process. We asked the question: how analysts interact with naturally
generated TMs, so called as they are generated using real information retrieval
and filtering techniques. We looked to answer this question by converting our
software tool and experimental design to utilize real automated information re-
trieval(IR) methods and filters to produce naturally generated TMs. In this
manner we changed the independent variables from initial precision and recall,
used by Cuddeback, to the IR and filter methods that were applied to generate
the candidate TM.
Additionally we modified the traceability tool to allow three different IR meth-
ods, six different filtering methods, and user feedback processing for a total of 36
potential combinations. We ran a pilot experiment using these variations to de-
termine what the ideal IR and filter combination allowed analysts to consistently
improve the quality of the candidate TM presented to them.
The contributions of this thesis are:
• Extended the Cuddeback et al. study by running their experiment using
two additional set-ups.
• Conducted statistical analysis of the results of the experiments.
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• Built a new, extensible experimental tool and framework.
• Designed an experiment to examine the use of IR methods for semi-automated
traceability tools.
• Conducted a pilot experiment using this new experimental setup.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 covers background
information on automated tracing, assisted tracing, and related research. Chapter
3 describes an overview and motivation behind all our experiments. Chapter 4
describes our experimental setup and tool design from our extended Cuddeback
et al. study. Chapter 5 describes our results and analysis from these experiments.
Chapter 6 describes our new experimental setup and tool design using naturally
generated TMs. Chapter 7 shows the results and analysis from this experiment
Finally Chapter 8 gives comments on future work and Chapter 9 concludes.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
Gotel and Finkelstein define requirements traceability as “the ability to de-
scribe and follow the life of a requirement, in both a forwards and backwards
direction (i.e., from its origins, through its development and specification, to its
subsequent deployment and use, and through all periods of on-going refinement
and iteration in any of these phases)” [14].
Requirements tracing is defined as the process of establishing requirements
traceability. In practice this involves linking high and low-level elements from
different artifacts. An artifact can be any by-product of a software life cycle.
Some examples of artifacts can be a requirements document, design document,
or code. An element is a distinct part of an artifact that can be traced. Examples
of elements are a requirement from a requirements document; a test case from
an acceptance test document; a class in source code or design documents; and a
section of user documentation.
When analysts preform requirements tracing they normally produce a re-
quirements traceability matrix (RTM) often called a traceability matrix (TM). A
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TM visually shows the relationship between high and low elements in different
artifacts.
A connection between high and low elements in a TM is called a link. A
candidate link is any possible link between two artifacts. Thus, for two artifacts
with 10 and 5 elements respectively, there are 10 × 5 = 50 candidate links. To
measure the accuracy of a TM, there must be a notion of correctness for the TM
links. A link that is correct is referred to as a true link and a link that is incorrect
as a false link.
Hayes et al. [16] break the tracing process into a seven steps as outlined in
Figure 2.1. Steps 3–6 are the research focus of automated traceability.
2.1 Automated Requirements Tracing
Traditionally, tracing is done manually. An analyst examines each candidate
link and renders a decision on wheter it is a valid link.
In practice, manual requirements tracing can be a slow, laborious and error-
prone task. To alleviate these issues research has looked at ways that can speed
up the process for the analyst. Much of the existing research utilizes information
retrieval techniques to automate the process.
When requirements tracing is preformed utilizing the assistance of automated
methods, a common process is to provide the analysts with a TM for the analyst
to validate. The TMs provided to the analysts are candidate TMs. Once an
analyst validates the TM the TM then becomes a final TM, or the TM that the
analyst validates as correct.
The problem of tracing textual requirements can be viewed as an information
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Technique Dataset Recall Precision
TF-IDF [2] LEDA, Albergate 86–100% 6–18%
Probabilistic Method [2] LEDA, Albergate 94–100% 6–19%
Latent Semantic Indexing [25] LEDA, Albergate 91–100% 16–25%
Probabilistic Method [5] IBS 87% 51%
TF-IDF [15] MODIS [27, 23] 63% 39%
TF-IDF with Thesaurus [15] MODIS [27, 23] 85% 40%
TF-IDF with feedback [16] MODIS [27, 23], CM-1 [26] 90% 80%
Probabilistic tracing model [4] HIPAA [4] 52–100% 2–14%
Machine learning tracing [4] HIPAA [4] 57–100% 6–58%
Table 2.1: Summary of research in IR techniques for automated trace-
ability [6].
retrieval problem. Information retrieval is focused on solving the problem of
finding documents from a collection that are relevant to a textual query [15]. In
requirements tracing, the high-level elements can act as queries and the low-level
elements are the collection that the query is ran on [17]. Several research groups
have shown that information retrieval techniques are successful at generating
candidate links. These research groups include Antoniol et al.[2], Marcus and
Maletic[25], Huang et al.[5], Hayes and Dekhtyar[16], Zou et al.[32], and Oliveto
et al.[28] Table 2.1 summarizes the current research in methods for candidate link
generation when comparing based on their recall and precision measures. These
research methods vary between vector models, machine learning models, among
others.
For a more detailed look at information retrieval techniques see section 2.2.
2.2 Information Retrieval Techniques
Information retrieval is the study of mapping from one set of text documents
to a second set of documents. In general terms, information retrieval studies the
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1. Identify the elements of both artifacts to be traced.
2. Assign unique identifiers for each traceable element.
3. For each high-level element, locate all matching low-level elements.
4. For each element in the child document, locate a parent element.
5. Determine if each high-level element has been satisfied.
6. Prepare a traceability matrix.
7. Prepare a summary of the traceability between the two documents.
Figure 2.1: The tracing process[16].
problem of finding relevant documents in a collection given specified queries[15].
Information retrieval attempts to determine how relevant a document is when
compared to these queries. When one applies general information retrieval meth-
ods to a specific requirements tracing task, one set of documents is used as the
collection to search and the second set is used as the list of queries. In this man-
ner the IR methods create a relevance mapping from the two sets of documents
(such as requirements to test cases)[17].
One of the most popular ways to create this relevance mapping in information
retrieval is using keyword–based methods. In these methods, documents are rep-
resented by a collection of keywords they contain. When computing the relevance
score of documents, several techniques including Vector–Space model(VSM)[30],
latent semantic indexing(LSI)[21, 9], and probabilistic IR[12, 2] are used for trac-
ing. Of these options, one of the most commonly used techniques is vector–space
model. This is the model we use for our research.
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2.2.1 Vector Space Model
A vector-space model is a model that represents text documents as vectors
of term weights such that each element of the vector represents a term and the
weight of that term is the term’s relative importance in that document.
The most simple way to weigh terms is to use term frequency. Several other
methods have been proposed and are commonly used to represent the terms
in a document. Common methods include Term Frequency–Inverse Document
Frequency(TF–IDF) and Okapi.
TF–IDF
TD–IDF stands for “term frequency - Inverse document frequency”. In TF–
IDF, each term is given a weight computed as the term frequency (the number
of occurrences of the term in the document), possibly normalized, multiplied by
the inverse document frequency of this term. Inverse document frequency is the
size of the document collection divided by the number of documents a given term
is in. Using this formula the more frequent a term is in a document, the more
important that term becomes. However, the more frequently a term is found in
a given collection, the less important it becomes for telling documents apart.
This is shown mathematically as wi = tfi(d) ∗ idfi. Here tfi(d) is the term
frequency and idfi is the inverse document frequency. These terms are computed
as tfi(d) = fij/max(f1j , f2j, ..., fMj) and idfi = log2(n/dfi). In these equations
tfi(d) is the normalized term frequency, dfi is the total number of documents
containing the ith term in the collection, and n is the total number of docu-
ments in the collection. This method weighs the terms that are more specific
to a document higher than terms that are more common in the entire document
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collection[29]. In tracing applications, document and query weights are normally
computed the same way using the TF–IDF weighting scheme shown above.
TF–IDF uses cosine similarity to compute relevance between a document and
a query (2nd document). This similarity is formally defined mathematically as
sim(dj , q) = cos(dj, q) =
(dj ·q)
||dj ||·||q||
=
PM
i=1 wij ·wiqqPM
i=1 w
2
ij ·
PM
i=1 w
2
iq
Okapi
Another common information retrieval technique used is Okapi. Okapi looks
to compensate for the disparity in the size of the query and the size of the
document being queried. It does this by modifying the term weights to account
for the length of the document searched and the average length of the document
in the collection[31].
Okapi can be viewed as either modifying term weights or modifying the sim-
ilarity computation. In practice the latter view is more convenient as it uses the
TF–IDF term weights, and thus, does not require special processing. Okapi re-
places the simple cosine similarity between document and query with the formula
shown below.
okapi(dj , q) =
∑
t∈dj,q
lnn−dfi+.5
dfi+.5
×
(k1+1)·fij
k1·(1−b+b·
dlj
avdl
)+fij
×
(k2+1)·fiq
k2+fiq
In this formula the first part is computing the inverse document frequency.
The part takes the number of documents that the term is not in (n − dfi) and
divides by the number of documents the term is in (dfi). In practice, both the
numerator and denominator are increased by 0.5 to ensure that the term does
not go to 0 (e.g. if the specified term is in all documents so n− dfi would be 0).
The second part of the computation is calculating the term frequency in the
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document, adjusted by the document length. The parameters are defined as: k1
is a normalization parameter (normally between 1.0 and 2.0) to normalize term
frequency for document dj. fij is the frequency of the term, b is the normalization
parameter for document length to account for the trend that documents tend to
be longer than queries, this value is usually 0.75. Finally dlj is the length of the
document and avdl is the average length of a document in the collection. The
document length comes into play: when the value of k1 is larger, the difference
of weights becomes a larger factor in the similarity calculation.
Finally, the third part of the computation is calculating the term frequency
in the query with out adjusting for the document length. The parameter k2 is a
normalization parameter to normalize for query q. This parameter is normally
between 1 and 1000, a larger value weights the occurrence of a term in query q
with a higher weight.
In our implementation we utilize the following values for each of the param-
eters:
• k1 = 1
• b = 0.5
• k2 = 1
2.3 Measures
In order to determine the quality of a TM we define several mathematical
metrics. The standard metrics used are precision and recall, and f -measure,
which is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. Additional metrics, selectivity
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and lag, are used to assist in objectively measuring the effort required by a human
analyst when they vet a TM.
To assist with the mathematical definitions we introduce a few variables. Let
H be the set of high-level elements of size M and let D be a set of low-level
elements of size N . For a particular element q ∈ H, let nq be the number of
candidate links between q and the low-level elements in D that exist in the TM.
Let rq be the number of those links which are correct and Rq be the actual number
of correct links between q and the elements in D [16].
Recall. Recall is the percentage of correct links that were retrieved [16]. Given
a requirement q, the recall for the individual requirement is rq
Rq
. The overall
recall for the entire document is defined formally in (2.1). Intuitively, recall is
the percentage of correct links that were discovered during the tracing process.
It is the sum of the correct links found for the TM divided by the sum of the
actual number of correct links for the true TM [16].
recall =
∑
q∈H
rq
∑
q∈H
Rq
(2.1)
Precision. Precision is the percentage of retrieved candidate links that are
correct [16]. Given a requirement q, the precision for the individual requirement
is rq
nq
. The overall precision for the entire TM is defined formally in (2.2). Overall
precision is the sum of the correct links found divided by the total number of
links found for the TM [16].
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precision =
∑
q∈H
rq
∑
q∈H
nq
(2.2)
f-measure. f -measure is the harmonic mean of recall and precision. Defined
formally in (2.3), it represents a balance between recall and precision and can be
weighted to emphasize one metric or the other. b = 1 weights recall and precision
equally, b < 1 favors precision, and b > 1 favors recall.
fb =
1 + b2
b2
recall
+ 1
precision
(2.3)
In this thesis, following [16], we use the f2-measure, i.e., the f -measure for
b = 2 [16]. f2 is used because better recall means fewer errors of omission while
better precision means fewer errors of commission, and [16] observed that fixing
errors of omission is harder than fixing errors of commission.
Selectivity. When an analyst performs manual requirements tracing the ana-
lyst essentially has to consider all the candidate links. In order for an analyst
to trace an artifact with M elements to a second artifact with N elements, the
analyst would have to consider M ×N candidate links. Selectivity is the fraction
of these links that are returned by the automated method during the tracing
process. Unlike other measures where bigger is better, a lower selectivity value is
preferable as the analyst has fewer candidate links to validate.
Selectivity is the number of the candidate links returned divided by the total
number of candidate links [16]. This is defined formally in (2.4).
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selectivity =
∑
q∈H
nq
M ·N
(2.4)
Precision, recall, and selectivity need to be considered in combination. As an
example, it is easy to achieve 100% recall if we do not regard precision; we can
return a TM with all candidate links. Similarly, to reach 100% precision we could
return a candidate TM with only one valid link. Both of these examples are not
ideal and show the necessity of considering these measures in combination.
Lag. Lag is a measure of the separation between true and false links. For a
requirement q, (q, d) represents a true link in the candidate links. lag(q, d) is the
number of false links that have higher relevance scores than (q, d). The overall lag
for an artifact is the average of the lags for all true links in the list of candidate
links. This can be formally defined in Equation (2.5).
Let T be the set of true links in the candidate links.
lag =
∑
(q,d)∈T
lag(q, d)
|T |
(2.5)
Table 2.2 display the acceptable recall, precision, and lag as defined by Hayes
et al. in [16]. These levels have not been empirically determined however are the
best acceptable measures currently available and are based on industry experi-
ence.
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Metric Acceptable Good Excellent
Recall 60–69% 70–79% 80–100%
Precision 20–29% 30–49% 50–100%
Lag 3–4 2–3 0–2
Table 2.2: Acceptable levels for recall, precision, and lag [16].
2.4 The Human Side of Automated Traceability
In 2005 Hayes and Dekhtyar asked whether it is, in fact, true that more ac-
curate initial candidate TMs will lead to more accurate final TMs [19, 18]. This
was, to our knowledge, the first study of the analyst’s role in the TM valida-
tion process. While their study only contained four analysts, it provided some
anecdotal evidence that this may not be the case.
In the experiment, four analysts were given candidate TMs of varying accu-
racy and asked to validate them. The results of this experiment are shown in
Figure 2.2. In this figure, each vector represents the change in accuracy from
the initial to the final TM. The tail of each vector represents the initial precision
and recall. The head of the vector represents the precision and recall of the final
analyst-validated TM. The key observations from this study are that regardless
of starting TM accuracy, analysts make errors of omission and commission. An-
other interesting observation is that analysts could not agree what the “true”
TM was [19].
This study was expanded upon in [7, 6] which conducted a larger study to test
the theory. In this study analysts where asked to validate a dataset ChangeStyle,
a Java code formatter plugin for the IDE BlueJ. The full dataset is shown in
Appendix H.
This dataset was chosen because: (a) the domain was easily understood by
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Figure 2.2: Results from a pilot study [19]. Arrows indicate change in
accuracy after analyst corrections.
study participants, and (b) its size makes tracing validation tasks achievable in
about one hour. The dataset contained 32 high- and 17 low-level elements. The
golden standard TM was validated by the research team and contains 24 links1
[6].
Similar to the study conducted in [19], participants were assigned an initial
TM of varying precision and recall. These analysts were then asked to validate
the candidate TM using a software tool and produce a final TM. The participant
performance was than mapped using vectors were the tail of the vector represents
1Cuddeback et al. conducted their experiments and analysis using a golden standard with
only 23 links. Upon further analysis a missing link was found, in this thesis all data is reported
using the true 24 link golden standard. While specific numbers changed slightly, the overall
conclusions of [7, 6] are not affected by this change.
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Figure 2.3: Change in precision and recall for participants from the
Cuddeback et al. study in the four regions of the precision-recall
space[6].
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the initial precision-recall and the head represents the final TM precision-recall.
To improve visibility, analyst performance was divided into four regions shown
in Figure 1.2. The full results for the experiments, separated by the quadrant in
which the accuracy of the initial candidate TM fell, is displayed in Figure 2.3.
Cuddeback et al. [7, 6] did not provide statistical analysis of the results.
However, he made a number of important observations about the possible trends
and their causes[6].
1. Participants were unable to recover the true TM or even reach a consensus
of what that TM should be.
2. Participants given the highest quality candidate TMs almost uniformly de-
graded their TMs accuracy while performing validation.
3. Participants who received candidate TMs with low precision and recall
showed a pattern of some of the largest improvements in quality.
Cuddeback et al. also observed that analyst behavior was tied to the an-
alysts initial candidate TM accuracy. Specifically they noticed four distinct
regions in the precision-recall with different analyst behavior. These regions
were low-precision, low-recall; low-precision, high-recall; high-precision,
low-recall; and high-precision, high-recall. Each of these regional behaviors
is described bellow and described in more detail when comparing with our results
in Section 5.4.2. These regions are shown in Figure 2.3.
Low-precision, Low-recall. Analysts with initial TMs from this region dra-
matically improved both precision and recall. These participants demonstrated
some of the highest improvements in accuracy as observed by f2-measure.
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Low-precision, High-recall. Analysts with initial TMs from this region im-
proved precision, however this was often at the cost of decreasing the recall.
Cuddeback et al. conjectured that analysts with initial TMs from this region
concentrated on determining errors of commission (false positives) without con-
centrating on errors of omission. This led to removing many of the false positives,
however errors of judgement also led to removing correct links.
High-precision, Low-recall. Analysts with initial TMs from this region tended
to improve recall while decreasing precision. Cuddeback et al. conjectured that
participants concentrated on solving errors of omission, however during this pro-
cess additional false positives were also added due to errors in judgement.
High-precision, High-recall. Analyst behavior in this region was diverse;
some improved precision but at the cost of decreasing recall while others did
the opposite. The one unifying factor was that nearly every analyst decreased
the overall TM accuracy. In fact, despite the analysts being presented with the
highest accuracy candidate TMs, only one analyst increased the accuracy of their
candidate TM.
In 2009 Egyed et al. conducted a study that examined the effect of analyst
effort on the number and quality of recovered links when tracing a larger software
system[13]. In this study Egyed et al. asked 100 analysts to perform trace link
recovery using a software tracing tool. The participants were asked to record
a link/no-link decision on potential links from requirements to C++ classes or
methods. There were two significant differences in their study when compared to
the Cuddeback study:
1. The software tool was designed for data collection, it did not attempt to
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automate any portion of the tracing process.
2. The analysts were asked to trace from scratch rather than being provided
an initial candidate TM.
In addition, Egyed et al. mainly focused on the analyst’s effort required to make
decision as compared to Cuddeback who focused on the final accuracy of the TM.
While the primary focus of Egyed’s study was the analyst effort, this study also
supported the findings of Cuddeback et al. that humans are fallible in their work
with candidate TMs.
In particular, Egyed looked at link verification and what percentage of links
were accepted and rejected. His findings were that analysts are good at correctly
identifying what he called no-link votes, or incorrect links with a 95% correct
decision rate overall. However, when examining link votes, or adding a link into
the final TM, analyst performance is significantly lower, only 50% correct decision
rate. He also saw that as analyst experience increased (from less than 2 years to
more than 4 years experience) the analyst would make fewer decisions, however
their overall decision accuracy would increase. However, Egyed did state this
increase in performance was only weakly correlated to analyst experience[13].
Finally, Egyed et al. also explored trace effort and quality of different phases.
From their data they suggest trace validation should be done incrementally in
short sessions. In particular they saw the task of validation has a short learning
phase (< 20 minutes), reaches optimum (< 60 minutes), but leads to fatigue
shortly after (< 90 minutes). They found that the additional effort does not
imply better trace quality. In fact they found two categories of validation: fast +
accurate and slow + inaccurate[13]. This is similar to the findings of Cuddeback
et al. which showed there was not a correlation between analyst effort and the
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final link quality[6].
2.5 Traceability tools
Several software tools have been created by industry and research groups to
attempt to assist with the process of creating a TM. Poirot is one such tool which
looks to generate traces between requirements, design elements, code, and other
artifacts[24]. Poirot is a web-based tool which uses information retrieval tech-
niques to preform either artifact-to-artifact queries or free-text queries. Poirot
was designed to be a enterprise tool focusing on obtaining high-recall. This tool
focuses on believability, specifically accuracy and scalability. They do not focus
on discernibility or endurability.
ADAMS Re-Trace is another tool to aid in the traceability process[8]. This
tool was implemented as an Eclipse plug-in which allowed developers access to
traceability information. This is targeted to assist with change-analysis and
change-management during the development process[8]. The main focus of this
tool was to provide immediate access to traceability data to the developer and
not necessary examine how individuals would use the tool or what makes the tool
easy to use (utility and discernibility).
RETRO is a research tool developed by Hayes et al. for the purpose of as-
sisting in automated trace recovery [20]. This tool was originally designed as a
framework to allow researchers to test their IR methods. The researcher’s view of
RETRO evolved and became focused on creating a special-purpose requirements
tracing tool to allow for simple independent verification and validation (IV&V)
tasks[20]. While the initial tool was designed to support IV&V, the tool was
further modified to support human-centric research. Cuddeback et al. modified
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RETRO to allow delivery of pre-generated TMs to human analysts[6]. Addition-
ally RETRO has also evolved into a more user-friendly version, RETRO.net[11].
More detailed information on RETRO and RETRO.net is provided in section
4.1.
TraceLab is another tool designed to be an extensible framework for traceabil-
ity research[3]. This tool was developed by the Center of Excellence for Software
Traceability (CoEST). TraceLab was designed with the knowledge that it can
take new researchers a long period of time to develop a research environment
for traceability-centric research. In addition, it can be painful for researchers
to perform rigorous evaluations of their current research. TraceLab is designed
with the following target users: researchers executing experiments, PhD students
developing new experiments, and industry adaptors who will use TraceLab for
trace tasks such as IV&V.
To make this tool accessible to all these groups TraceLab was designed as a
visual precedence graph such that one task in the experiment must be completed
prior to the next one beginning. In addition, TraceLab is designed with the option
to share research components. This allows cross research group collaboration as
well as quick plug-in-play startup. Finally TraceLab is designed with a player
mode such that experiment participants (or industry) can easily use the tool
without requiring full developer features[3].
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Chapter 3
Overview of Experiments
Our study looks to continue where the study of Cuddeback et al. left off[6].
Like Cuddeback, we concentrated on what analysts do when vetting candidate
TMs. Our goal is to determine how human analysts vet the candidate TMs and
use this knowledge to improve the semi-automate tracing process. Specifically,
we want to study the following questions:
• How do human analysts transform the requirements traceability informa-
tion from candidate TMs into final TMs?
• What are the main factors that influence the analyst’s vetting performance?
To meet these goals we looked to expand upon Cuddeback et al. and solve
some of the limitations presented in this study[6]. Specifically the limitations we
looked to address are:
1. Cuddeback et al. had only 33 data points in their study[6].
2. Cuddeback et al. experimented and collected data on only one tracing
process[6].
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3. Cuddeback et al. did not present any formal data analysis, only informal
observations[6].
4. Cuddeback et al. utilized only one dataset for their experiments[6].
5. Cuddeback et al. utilized ad-hoc generation of candidate TMs[6].
To address these limitations we conducted two sets of experiments. Our initial
experiment addressed limitations 1-3. Specifically we expanded the experimental
framework presented by Cuddeback et al.[6] by adding two additional tracing
procedures; manual tracing as well as utilizing a second tracing tool. By adding
these additional processes we were able to partially address the internal validity
threat presented in [6] and the limitation #2 presented above.
Using these additional tracing procedures we were able to conduct experi-
ments in three courses at two universities. Through these experiments we were
able to increase our total sample size by over 2.5 times, from 33 presented in
Cuddeback et al. to a total of 84 participants. This larger data sample allowed
us to address limitations #1 and #3 from above.
With this larger data set we are able to observe trends on a larger scale.
In addition to the informal observations, presented in Cuddeback et al.[6] and
confirmed in our work, we are able to also examine the results more formally.
In order to answer question #2 from our goals we utilized statistical analysis to
observe the impacts each independent variable had on our dependent variables;
final precision, recall, and f2-measure. This formal analysis directly addressed
limitation #3 from above.
While our first experiment confirmed many of the findings of Cuddeback et
al. both informally and formally, we looked to examine more and see how human
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analysts would interact with naturally generated TMs. To accomplish this we
created a new experimental framework to address limitations #4 and #5.
To address limitation #4, we moved beyond using a single dataset and in-
troduced a second dataset into our experiments. This second dataset allowed
us to partially address the external validity threat presented by Cuddeback et
al. where results can not be generalized. Using this second dataset we can now
examine more generally how analysts interact when vetting candidate TMs as
compared to examining how they vet only for a single dataset.
In addition our second experimental framework allowed us to directly address
limitation #5. Cuddeback et al. used ad-hoc or artificially generated TMs where
they manually controlled how the TM was created and deployed to the user. In
contrast our experimental framework employed what we are calling naturally
generated TMs, or TMs generated by real IR methods and filters. In
this way, where Cuddeback et al. directly controlled the precision and recall of
the candidate TM, we now indirectly control these attributes.
We do this by employing real IR methods to produce a candidate TM. After
candidate TM generation we can apply various filtering functions to this can-
didate TM to control how many links are recommended by the system to the
analyst and in what manner. Additionally, our experimental framework allows
us to control the user interface with which the analyst interacts with the system.
By controlling this we are able to control what links the analyst sees, in what
order, and in what manner. Finally, we also have the ability to control if the user
decisions on candidate links in the past should have influence in what candidate
links will be shown in the future. This process is called user feedback processing.
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This experimental framework allows for a wide variety of combinations to be
tested on analysts to determine the ideal setup for a semi-automated tracing tool.
What we describe in brief above and in detail in Chapter 6 is our full experimental
framework. We conducted a pilot study utilizing this new framework and targeted
a subset of the potential features, specifically IR method, filter used, and filter
value.
What follows is expanding upon these experiments and our findings. In Sec-
tion 4 we describe the experimental design and setup for our initial experiment
extending the study of Cuddeback et al. Section 5 summarizes our results, both
informal observations and the formal statistical analysis from all three studies.
Section 6 describes our new experimental framework utilizing naturally gener-
ated TMs. Section 7 describes our results and analysis from analysts utilizing
naturally generated TMs.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Design using
Artificially Generated TMs
Our experiments were conducted in multiple cohorts summarized in table
4.1. To give a broader overview of the full state of research table 4.1 includes
the Cuddeback et. al study as cohort 11. In addition, two additional cohorts
have been added, cohort 2, an experiment where the participants were asked
to trace manually and cohort 3, an experiment where the participants used a
new traceability tool RETRO.net. A more detailed explanation of this tool vs.
original RETRO is included in the next section 4.1.2. A summary of the research
is shown in figure 4.1. In this figure we show how the Cuddeback et al. findings
1We include the results of Cuddeback et al. even though we did not conduct the experiments
as we utilize their results when performing in-depth analysis.
Cohort Date Tool used Participants
1 May 09 - Apr 10 RETRO 33
2 Nov 10 Manual 38
3 Dec 10 RETRO.net 13
Table 4.1: Summary of experimental cohorts
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are combined with the results of additional studies we conducted to give us data
which we can run statistical analysis on leading to statistically significant results.
These results are presented in brief in section 5.5 and in detail in [10].
Figure 4.1: Overview of our research expanding upon the results of
Cuddeback et al.
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4.1 Experimental Tools
Two of the three cohorts utilized software to deliver candidate TMs to the
participants. The remaining cohort utilized hardcopy artifacts.
Two different tools were used. Cuddeback et al. used a traceability tool,
REquirements TRacing On–target (RETRO)[20]. Our experiments utilized a
streamlined version of this tool, RETRO.net[11].
4.1.1 RETRO
REquirements TRacing On–target (RETRO) is an automated requirements
tracing tool which uses vector space IR methods to suggest candidate TMs to an
analyst[20]. RETRO consists of three components: Information Retrieval toolkit,
user feedback processing, and a GUI front end. The IR methods and feedback
processing is written in C++ and the GUI is written in Java. The components
interact by writing and reading XML files to the hard drive. The RETRO UI
accepts input from the user, modifies the XML files, and passes the files to the
feedback processor.
RETRO’s UI has two main displays, TRACE and BROWSE, accessible via
tabs. The TRACE UI, shown in figure 4.2(a), displays the results from the IR
methods allowing the analyst to confirm or reject candidate links. In contrast,
the BROWSE UI, shown in figure 4.2(b), allows the user to view all potential
links, not just the links obtained by IR methods. In this way the tool allows the
analyst to correct for errors of omission.
In the Cuddeback et al. experiment[6] the original RETRO was modified for
experiment use. A log-in prompt and a back end was added which replaced the IR
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(a) RETRO’s “trace” tab displays recommended links for the analysts to
vet.
(b) RETRO’s “browse” tab allows for analysts to view all links and add
links IR methods may have missed.
Figure 4.2: Overview of the RETRO UI (a) shows the trace tab where
(b) shows the free browse mode.
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methods in order to deliver pre–generated candidate TMs of specified precision
and recall. In addition the IR toolkit and user feedback processing were excluded.
4.1.2 RETRO.net tool
RETRO.net was designed by Jody Larsen as a simplified and improved version
of RETRO[11]. The UI for RETRO.net is displayed in figures 4.3(a), 4.4, and
4.3(b).
As seen in Figure 4.3 the UI provides similar capabilities as RETRO, only in
a more consistent manner. The recommended links and all links tabs are very
similar and give the analyst a uniform feel as contrasted to Figure 4.2. This tool
was made to simplify the developer’s job and make it easier for them to quickly
learn the tool and understand how best to use it. In addition, RETRO.net was
enhanced to allow keyword searches for both the high and low level elements.
This keyword searching (for low level) is shown in Figure 4.4.
RETRO.net, similarly to RETRO, was designed to use vector space retrieval
methods to suggest candidate TMs to an analyst. Unlike RETRO, which is writ-
ten in both C++ and Java, RETRO.net is written using C# and the Microsoft
.net framework. This makes the code much easier to understand and to main-
tain the entire system. In addition, as the entire RETRO.net system is written
in one language, the IR methods and the UI can communicate directly without
going through XML files on the hard drive. Similarly to RETRO, RETRO.net-
produced final TM can be saved to the hard drive as an XML file indicating the
links of the TM.
In addition, to allow us to better understand what the analysts did during
their validation process an event logger was integrated in to RETRO.net. The
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(a) RETRO.net’s recommended links tab, displaying links the tool rec-
ommends.
(b) RETRO.net’s free browse tab, allowing analysts to view all potential
links and add in links the tool may have missed.
Figure 4.3: RETRO.net’s UI (a) shows the recommended links tab
where (b) shows the free browse, all links mode. Also see figure 4.4
for the keyword search view.
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Figure 4.4: RETRO.net’s keyword tab, allowing analysts to search low
or high-level elements by keywords.
logger was created by Kong et al.[22] This logger tracked the following actions:
• User selects a source/target element in the TM.
• User views recommended links, views all links, or performs a keyword search
(using the tabs at the bottom of the RETRO.NET UI window).
• User marks the observed source/target element pair as a (true) link or not
a link.
• User marks a source element as satisfied, partially satisfied, or not satisfied
by target elements.
This logging allowed us to simplify the participant tasks by allowing us to
replace the manual log sheets with the auto-generated system log files.
As with Cuddeback et al.[6], we removed the IR back-end and added in a
back-end that allowed the research team to have control over the precision and
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recall of the TM we provided to different participants. The new candidate TM
delivery was tied to a userID. The TM is generated by starting with the TM
generated by the RETRO.net IR methods and than adds or subtracts candidate
links to achieve the desired precision/recall values. This is the same process used
by Cuddeback et al. We were able to directly compare what happened to TMs
with the same starting accuracy using different tools.
Further modifications, made to this tool to accommodate our second experi-
ment, are described in Section 6.1.
4.2 Experimental Design
All the experiments were conducted with a similar protocol but with minor
modifications to accommodate the specifics of the process used. What follows is
an explanation of the overall protocol followed by sub–sections highlighting the
key differences in the experimental design and setup.
The experiments were conducted at two different universities: Cal Poly and
University of Kentucky. The studies were conducted during upper division and
graduate-level software engineering and computer science courses. Participation
was voluntary and students were offered, at the professors’ discretion, extra credit
for participating. The participants ranged from sophomores to graduate students.
All participants signed an informed consent form2, after which they were given
a pre-study survey to obtain some demographic information as well as gauge their
experience and comfort level with requirements tracing. After accepting these
forms a researcher gave a short lecture on requirements tracing, its importance,
2Participants were required to accept this to participate.
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and what tools the participants would be using3.
For experiments utilizing a software tracing tool the researcher gave a quick
walk through of the key functionality of the software tool. Following this, the
participants were asked to download the software tool and practice tracing on the
smaller practice dataset described in Section 4.3. During this practice session,
participants were also given a hard copy sheet explaining the key functionality of
the tool and how to use it to vet links. Participants were encouraged to complete
the practice dataset vetting, however nothing was collected to ensure this was
done.
After the pre-study surveys were collected, the research team examined them
to determine the level of tracing experience for each participant. We made tracing
experience a binary decision variable: either participants had prior tracing expe-
rience or not. This experience benchmark was used to ensure that the sampling
was not impacted by assigning all experienced participants the starting TMs with
similar accuracy (e.g high-precision and high-recall).
After this, each participant was assigned a unique userID which was tied
to the starting TM accuracy expressed as precision and recall. Each userID was
unique, tied to a specific TM and participant. However, TMs could be duplicated
by assigning them to multiple userIDs.
Approximately one week following the training, the research team returned
to administer the experiment. Participants were given a paper handout with the
experiment directions (including the participants userID) (shown in Appendix
D), a link to download the tool for software-based experiments, or hardcopies of
the artifacts for the manual experiment (shown in Appendix H), a second copy
3This lecture was abbreviated in the manual study due to time constraints.
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of the software tool instructions, and instructions on how to submit their final
TM via email for software experiments. Tracing occurred during a one hour class
period, however participants were allowed to finish after class if they were not
done by the end of the period. After the participants completed the tracing
task they were instructed to email their final TM XML file and their log file
(where applicable) to our research team email account. In the manual tracing
experiment, participants submitted hard copy TM forms to the research group. A
sample of one such completed form is shown in Appendix B. Upon receiving this,
an auto-response to their email was generated directing them to also complete a
post–study survey. The survey included questions on how much they used the
software tool, how much they used specific features in the tool, how prepared
they felt about tracing, their comfort level with tracing, and if they feel they
would like to trace by hand or using the software in the future. This post-study
survey is shown in Appendix F.
4.2.1 Manual study
Our manual study was set as a control to the other cohorts. We wanted to
see the impact of asking an individual to trace a TM from hard copies rather
than using a software tool. When giving the participants the TM we provided a
document of all the requirements and a document of the test cases. In addition we
provided the participants with a candidate TM by providing a list of requirement
IDs and test IDs we mapped to them. To generate these lists we used the method
described in Section 4.1.2.
During the tracing process we asked the participants to note all the links
they considered as well as the links they confirmed on a trace form (this form is
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shown in Appendix B). While the trace form could have included the candidate
links and had the analyst render decisions on these links, we choose to have this
form be empty. This choice was in line with our other experiments where all
analyst decisions must be explicit, i.e. the analyst must write the link decision
versus merely crossing out incorrect links displayed. This trace form gave us a
coarse-grained understanding of the tracing actions of participants in a minimally
obtrusive way.
Upon completing the experiment participants were asked to hand in their
manual trace form and were given a post-study survey to complete. Participants
were informed the task was considered complete only after they had handed in
their manual trace form and their post-study survey.
In this experiment no pre-study survey was included, however both pre- and
post-study questions were included on the post-study survey.
4.2.2 RETRO.net study
The RETRO.net study followed the general procedure described in Section
4.2. Prior to the study, the participants were shown a demo of RETRO.net
conducted by a member of the research staff. This was followed by all participants
receiving the informed consent form, pre-study survey, and an overview of the
RETRO.net tool. These forms are shown in Appendix A, E, and C. In addition,
participants were given a download of the RETRO.net and the training dataset
and asked to practice tracing using the tool. The research staff was available to
answer any questions and assist the participants during this process.
After the pre-experiment surveys were collected the research team followed
the process described in Section 4.2 to assign participants a userID tied to a
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Figure 4.5: Submission instructions for participants using RETRO.net
precision-recall value pair.
The following week the research team returned to conduct the main tracing
task. During the experiment, participants were given the experiment instructions
(shown in Appendix D) as well as the RETRO.net tool documentation. Upon
completing the task, RETRO.net instructed participants how to submit their
results to the research team. The submission instructions are shown in Figure
4.5. This process involved participants locating their final TM XML file and their
action log file (a csv file described in 4.1.2) and attach these files to an email to
the research team mailbox. This mailbox was set up to return an auto-response to
the participants requesting they complete a short post-study survey. This survey
was an online survey with questions on how much they used the software tool
between the training and experiment, how much they used specific tool features,
how prepared they felt about tracing, their comfort level with tracing, and if
they would prefer tracing by hand or using a software tool in the future. The full
post-study survey is shown in Appendix F.
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4.3 What we Traced
The Cuddeback et al.[6] and our RETRO.net study utilized two datasets,
a smaller training dataset and a larger dataset, ChangeStyle. For the manual
experiment we only utilized the larger dataset as their was no formal training
period. These datasets are described below:
4.3.1 Training Dataset
The training dataset, which is used in software-based experiments to famil-
iarize the participants with the use of RETRO or RETRO.net. This dataset
describes the requirements and test cases for a very small program for a moon-
lander game. The dataset comes from a programming assignment used in intro-
ductory computer science courses to familiarize the students with programing.
The training dataset is small, consisting of 10 requirements and 5 test cases. The
full dataset is shown in Appendix G.
4.3.2 ChangeStyle Dataset
For the actual experiment we utilized ChangeStyle, the dataset utilized by
Cuddeback et al. This dataset is a pair of artifacts, requirements and test cases,
for a BlueJ plugin which formats Java code. This dataset contains 32 require-
ments, 17 test cases, and 24 true-validated links.
This dataset originated from a two-quarter project from a junior-level soft-
ware engineering course sequence. We selected this project because we wanted to
ensure all participants would easily understand the material. This was a crucial
point as we wanted to determine how analysts who would be familar with doc-
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uments and subject matter would interact with the tracing system, rather than
test comprehension of the documents themselves.
This dataset consists of student-generated artifacts, making it feasible for the
participant to read all requirements and gain an understanding of the system. In
addition, the content of the dataset dealt with Java code style-formatting. This
is a topic that is covered in many introductory software engineering courses. This
aided the overall participant familiarity with the subject.
An additional important consideration when choosing this dataset was that
the tracing task must be achievable in a small time frame. We needed the partici-
pants to be able to complete the validation task in a period of about one hour (the
length of a course lab period). Additionally, as reported in Egyed et al. analysts
reach optimum performance in validation tasks in less than 60 minutes[13]. We
wanted to focus on optimal analyst tracing behavior and not introduce analyst
fatigue. This dataset was small enough to allow the task to be accomplished
within this optimal time frame without being so small it would be trivial.
Finally, this dataset was utilized by Cuddeback et al.[6]. By utilizing the same
dataset in our follow up experiments we could directly compare and analyze our
results to the those presented by Cuddeback et al.
The true “golden standard” TM, which we use to measure the precision and
recall of TMs, originated from the students who built the dataset. The TM was
then vetted by Cuddeback et al. who created a final TM[6]. When extending
the RETRO study we conducted an additional validation of the golden standard.
We located several potential changes of the golden standard. In order to obtain
an accurate golden standard we discussed these changes with several members
of our research group and reached a consensus for any changes. The links we
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considered, our discussion, and ultimate decisions were all documented. With
several research members verifying the golden standard we feel confident that we
have the correct TM. While the golden standard is not included due to its use in
on-going experiments, we do make it available upon request from other research
groups for use or verification.
4.4 Information Collected
In the experiments we collected a rich set of meta-information from surveys
as well as information concerning initial and final TMs for each analyst. This
information collection started with Cuddeback et al.[6], however Cuddebeback did
not perform analysis on most of this information. We separate these variables
into three categories:
• Baseline independent variables(Table 4.2): these variables specify
the accuracy of the initial TMs. These are the variables the research team
directly controlled.
• Observed independent variables(Table 4.3): these variables contain
information about the experiment participants and their work on the trac-
ing task. This information was either part of the experimental design (lo-
cation, software used) or collected from the pre- and post-study surveys.
Of the 11 variables collected, one (Time) is continuous; the remaining 10
are either nominal or ordinal.
• dependent variables(4.4): these variables measure the accuracy of the
final TMs submitted by the participants. These variables fall into two
groups: measure of the absolute accuracy of the final TM and ”Delta”
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Table 4.2: Baseline Independent Variables
Variable Abbreviation Scale
Initial Precision SPrec [0,1]
Initial Recall SRec [0,1]
Initial f2-measure SF2 [0,1]
Initial Quadrant SQuadrant {Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4}
Table 4.3: Observed Independent Variables
Variable Abbreviation Scale Type
Procedure used Procedure {Retro, Manual, Nominal
RETRO.net}
Location Location {CP, UK} Nominal
Software Engineering Experience SEExp {0, 1, 2} Ordinal
Tracing Experience TRExp {0, 1} Nominal
Time to preform tracing task Time # minutes Cont.
Grade Level Grade {F, Soph, J, S, G} Nominal
Confidence with tracing TrConf 1 – 5 Ordinal
Opinion on Tool vs. Manual Opinion {Man, SW} Nominal
Effort on searching for omitted links MissingEff 0 – 5 Ordinal
Effort on validating offered links ValidEff 0 – 5 Ordinal
How prepared the analyst felt Prepared 1 – 5 Ordinal
variables that measure the change between the initial and final TMs.
What follows is a description of each variable and where we gathered this
data from.
Table 4.4: Response (dependent) variables
Variable Abbreviation Scale
Final Precision FinPrec [0,1]
Final Recall FinRec [0,1]
Final f2-measure FinF2 [0,1]
Change in Precision ∆Prec [-1,1]
Change in Recall ∆Rec [-1,1]
Change in f2-measure ∆F2 [-1,1]
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Table 4.5: Response (dependent) variables
Quadrant Precision Recall
QI < 50% < 50%
QII < 50% ≥ 50%
QIII > 50% ≥ 50%
QIV ≥ 50% ≥ 50%
4.4.1 Baseline Independent Variables
The baseline variables are initial precision, initial recall, initial f2-measure,
and initial quadrant. The precision and recall were both assigned by the research
team to each analyst. The initial f2-measure is computed using the precision and
recall values.
The quadrant is a variable we created to separate the precision-recall space
into four regions. The quadrant breakdown is shown in Table 4.5.
In addition, we recorded the number of hits (or correct links), number of
misses (or false positives), and the sum of these two numbers which is the size of
the initial candidate TM. Given the size of the true TM, the number of hits and
misses are uniquely determined by the initial recall and precision.
4.4.2 Observed Independent Variables
The following is a description of each observed independent variable and an
explanation of where this data was obtained.
1. Procedure used: Specifies which experiment the participant was in. The
possible values are RETRO (for Cuddeback et al.), manual, or RETRO.net.
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2. Location: Which location the participant was located at, either Cal Poly
or University of Kentucky.
3. Software Engineering experience: A measure of a participant’s famil-
iarity with software engineering on a 3 point scale (0,1,2). This was de-
termined by looking at question 3 (software courses taken) and question 5
(industry experience) on the pre-study survey. The value was calculated as
follows: 1 point for 2+ software courses and 1 point for industry experience.
4. Tracing experience: A measure of the participant’s familiarity with re-
quirements tracing. This variable was set to “yes” or “no” using the fol-
lowing input: Question 4(TM generation in courses), question 6 (industry
tracing experience), and question 10 (how many time performing tracing).
The analyst was given experience if they marked 2 or more courses or had
industry tracing experience and had preformed tracing more than 2 times.
In total we recorded 18 participants with tracing experience.
5. Time to preform tracing task: A measure of how long (in minutes) the
participant took to complete their tracing task. We obtained this value as
a self-reported time, in RETRO and the manual experiment, and using the
generated logs for the RETRO.net experiment.
6. Grade level: The participant’s self-reported grade level in school (e.g.
junior, senior, etc.). This was recorded as question 2 on the pre-study
survey.
7. Confidence in tracing: Self-reported by participants. While we collected
both their confidence in tracing prior to the experiment (question 7 pre-
study) and post (question 21 post-study), we chose to analyze the post-
study survey response as we felt this would be the best indicator in overall
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comfort4. In addition, we chose this to maintain consistency as the manual
experiment did not take a pre-study survey, only post-study survey.
8. Opinion on Tool vs. Manual: This was a new question added to the
survey for the manual and RETRO.net experiments. This was asked post-
experiment to gauge comfort levels and individual preferences. This data
was gathered in post-experiment survey question 22.
9. Effort on searching for omitted links: This was self-reported and was
a gauge on how often the participant went searching for omitted links. This
data was obtained in the post-experiment survey question 65.
10. Effort on validating offered links: This was self-reported and was a
gauge on how often the participant attempted to validate links in their
given candidate TM. This data was obtained in the post-experiment survey
question 75.
11. How prepared the analyst felt: This was the self-reported analyst feel-
ing of preparedness. This data was obtained in the post-experiment survey
question 20.
4.4.3 Dependent Variables
The dependent variables are those that measure the final TM accuracy. This
includes both absolute accuracy and change in accuracy. The absolute accuracy
variables are:
4This assumption was confirmed as only 4 participants in all experiments reported a lower
comfort level post-experiment as compared to pre-experiment
5Questions were formulated differently for different experiments, however in each case they
referred to the same set of activities.
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1. Final Precision
2. Final Recall
3. Final f2-measure
The change in accuracy variables which measure the change from initial to
final TM accuracy are:
1. Delta Precision = Final Precision − Initial Precision
2. Delta Recall = Final Recall − Initial Precision
3. Delta f2-measure = Final f2-measure − Initial f2-measure
In the study conducted by Cuddeback et al. the main focus was on how
the baseline variables impact the dependant variables (although no statistical
analysis was presented)[6]. We present formal statistic results for both baseline
and observed variables and their impact on the dependent variables. These results
are presented in Section 5.5.
4.4.4 Research Questions
To assist in answering our overall goals as discussed in Section 3 we broke
down each goal. Specifically we desired to answer the following questions:
• Is the effect of the accuracy of the initial TM on the accuracy of the final
TM statistically significant?
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• Are the effects of any observed independent variables on the accuracy of
the final TM statistically significant (when controlled by the initial TM
accuracy)?
• Which group of independent variables has a higher effect on the accuracy
of the final TM: the baseline independent variables or the observed inde-
pendent variables?
While Cuddeback et al. provided observations for how the baseline indepen-
dent variables impacted the dependent variables, they did not support any of
their findings with statistical analysis. By answering these questions we look
to fill in some of the gaps left by Cuddeback et al. and gain a more in depth
understanding about how analysts interact with semi-automated tracing systems.
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Chapter 5
Results for Artificially Generated
TM experiment
In total we conducted and collected data for two experiments and preformed
data analysis on the three cohorts. These included the RETRO.net study (2
locations) and the manual study (1 location). In addition we included data from
the Cuddeback et al. study[6] in our data analysis. Table 4.1 gives an overview
of all experiments. This table also includes the Cuddeback et al. experiment
(shown as the RETRO experiment).
5.1 RETRO
We include a summary of the experiments presented by Cuddeback et al.[7, 6]
In these experiments 33 participants responses were collected. The starting points
for all participants is shown in Figure 5.1(a). Each point in this figure represents
the precision and recall of the participants initial candidate TM.
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Additionally Figure 5.2(a) shows how each participant performed. In this
figure each participant is represented by a vector where the tail of the vector is
the participant’s initial TM accuracy and the head is their final submitted TM’s
accuracy.
5.2 RETRO.net
This experiment was conducted at Cal Poly and University of Kentucky. We
collected eight responses from one university and five from the other giving a
total of 13 participants. As discussed in section 4.2, we split the cohort into
two groups, experienced and non-experienced. We determined four participants
were experienced and nine were un-experienced. The starting TMs assigned to
participants are shown in Figure 5.1(b). Each point in this figure represents the
precision and recall of the participants initial TM. This figure shows an uneven
distribution of candidate TMs. The study initially involved more participants at
each site. The distribution was caused by non-response from several participants.
Figure 5.2(b) shows how participants performed. Each participant is repre-
sented by a vector where the tail is the vector is the participants initial TM and
the head is their final TM submitted.
5.3 Manual study
The manual study was only conducted at Cal Poly in two sections of a junior-
level software engineering course. In total we had 38 participants who were all
junior or senior standing. The starting TMs assigned to participants are shown in
Figure 5.1(c). As discussed in 4.2.1 the participants were asked to trace manually
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Figure 5.1: Starting TM in precision and recall space for (a) Cuddeback
et al., (b) RETRO.net, (c) manual, and (d) all studies
without software assistance.
Figure 5.2(c) shows how participants performed when vetting manually.
5.4 Observation Analysis
In the study conducted by Cuddeback et al. made several important obser-
vations. Three of the key observations were the tendecy for analysts to drift
towards the precision = recall line, different analyst behaviors for different initial
TM regions, and the lower initial TM f2-measure, the larger the change in f2-
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Figure 5.2: Change in precision and recall from initial to final TMs
for the (a) Cuddeback, (b) RETRO.net, (c) manual, and (d) all three
studies
measure for the final submission. Each of these observations is described below
and we compare and contrast our extended dataset to their results.
5.4.1 Movement towards recall = precision
In Cuddeback et al. one observation that was made was that analysts tended
to move their TMs accuracy towards the recall = precision line. Cuddeback
noted that this line represents TMs that have the same number of links as the
true TM. It was conjectured that analysts have an intuition about the expected
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size of the TM based on the sizes of the artifacts they are tracing[6]. It was
further suggested that the anticipated TM size would be between 17 to 32 links,
the former being the number of requirements and latter being the number of test
cases.
In Cuddeback et al. the observation was supported by the analyst perfor-
mance. In the RETRO study, 62% of analysts produced final TMs in between
this anticipated size range. This is visualized in Figure 5.3(a) where we plot the
size of the final TM vs. the size of the initial candidate TM.
For both our manual and RETRO.net experiments we examined the final
TMs for similar results. This shift from initial to final TM size is shown in
Figure 5.3(b) for manual and Figure 5.3(c) for RETRO.net. As can be seen in
these figures analysts in the manual and RETRO.net experiment did not fall in
this range at as high of a rate as Cuddeback et al. Still 53% (27 of 51) of the
analysts fell in this range. Additionally, if we slightly expand this range (by 10%,
from 16 - 35 links), we increase this percentage to 67% (34 of 51) of analysts.
This range increase can easily be justified in that some requirements can easily
trace to multiple test cases, resulting in slightly larger TMs. In addition, while
not all analysts in these studies fell within this range, it should be noted that
only three participants in either the RETRO.net or manual study submitted final
TMs with more than 40 links.
In the manual study we did see two participants exhibit outlier behavior, sub-
mitting final TMs with very few final links. One participant received a TM with
six links and reduced it to two links. This analyst focused only only eliminating
false positives from the candidate links presented and did not search for missing
links. The second analyst was more severe, starting with 24 candidate links and
rejecting all but two. Similarly to the previous analyst, they only rejected can-
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didate links and did not search for any errors of omission. We feel, based on this
behavior, that these participants are indeed outliers and did not truly understand
the full task.
These results show that using this dataset, analysts have a concept of how
large the TM should be and make their decisions based on this “ideal” size. This
is reinforced when combining all the experiments together as shown in Figure
5.3(d). In this figure there is a clear clustering of the majority of submitted TMs
in the region containing between 17 and 32 links with several just outside this
region.
5.4.2 Regional Behaviors
Cuddeback et al. observed distinctly different behavior for participants with
candidate TMs in different regions. These regions were low precision-low re-
call, low precision-high recall, high precision-low recall, and high precision-
high recall. Each of these regions were separated by the 50% precision-recall
lines.
Overall through both the manual and RETRO.net experiment we noticed
similar behaviors from analysts for each of these regions. Figure 5.4(a) shows the
average performance of analysts in each of the regions for Cuddeback’s RETRO
experiment. We show an average quadrant performance for the manual and
RETRO.net experiments in Figures 5.4(b) and 5.4(c) respectively. Also, we com-
bined all three studies together and show the average for each region in Figure
5.4(d). As can be seen in these figures, similar analyst trends were observed from
each region.
Each region and the behavior observed, both for Cuddeback et al.[6], the
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Figure 5.3: Change in the size of the TM from initial to file for the (a)
Cuddeback, (b) manual, (c) RETRO.net, and (d) all three studies
manual experiment, and the RETRO.net experiment are examined in further
detail below:
Low Precision, Low Recall: Cuddeback et al. observed participants improv-
ing both precision and recall substantially. These participants demonstrated the
highest improvement in accuracy, as observed by delta f2-measure. The analyst
performance for Cuddeback et al. is shown in Figure 5.5(c).
When we examine how analysts performed in this region in both the manual
experiment and RETRO.net similar trends are apparent. In fact, when looking at
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Figure 5.4: Average analyst performance for each of four regions in the
(a) Cuddeback, (b) manual, (c) RETRO.net, and (d) all three studies
both experiments only 2 participants in the manual experiment did not improve
both precision and recall. In addition, when examining the overall change in
accuracy (as measured by f2-measure) only one analyst did not improve and
even then they only decreased f2-measure by 2%. In fact, when observing the
delta f2-measure from this region the participants improved their accuracy by
31%. The performance of these participants is shown in Figure 5.6(c) for manual
and 5.7(c) for RETRO.net.
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Figure 5.5: Analyst performance for each of four regions in the RETRO
study: (a) Higha-precision, Low-recall; (b) High-precision, High-recall;
(c) Low-precision, Low-Recall; and (d) Low-precsion, High-recall
Low Precision, High Recall: Cuddeback et al. observed that participants
improving precision of the submitted TM, but generally decreasing recall. Cud-
deback et al. conjectured that as TMs in this region have significantly more
candidate links with a large percentage of false positives, analysts concentrate on
determining errors of commission (false positives) without concentrating on lo-
cating errors of omission (links not in the candidate TM)[6]. This region’s results
for Cuddeback is shown in Figure 5.5(d).
In the manual and RETRO.net experiments this trend continued. The major-
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Figure 5.6: Analyst performance for each of four regions in the manual
study: (a) Higha-precision, Low-recall; (b) High-precision, High-recall;
(c) Low-precision, Low-Recall; and (d) Low-precsion, High-recall
ity of participants (66%) improved precision but at the cost of decreasing recall.
25% of the analysts from this region improved both precision and recall, however
their increase in recall was small between 4 and 8%. There were also several
participants who greatly decreased their recall with out increasing the precision.
In the region were initial TM precision was less than 25% and the recall was
greater than 75%, 3 out of 4 participants exhibited this behavior. These par-
ticipants were assigned the largest TMs in all experiments with greater than 80
initial links. When Cuddeback et al. originally observed this behavior it appeared
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Figure 5.7: Analyst performance for each of four regions in
the RETRO.net study: (a) Higha-precision, Low-recall; (b) High-
precision, High-recall; (c) Low-precision, Low-Recall; and (d) Low-
precsion, High-recall
likely to be an outlier. However, with multiple participants from this region re-
producing this behavior it should be asked why this is occurring. This region’s
behavior is shown in Figure 5.10(b).
These participants still appear to exhibit the behavior of this region (focusing
on errors of commission), however they were not successful in identifying the
true links. We feel this is due to the analysts focusing so much on fixing errors
of commission, they cut links without attempting to determine their validity. In
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addition, these participants focus solely on these errors of commission and did
not add any additional links to account for errors of omission.
The performance for the participants in this region are showed in Figure 5.6(d)
and 5.7(d) for manual and RETRO.net respectively.
High Precision, Low Recall: Cuddeback et al. observed participants from
this region tended to improve recall while decreasing the precision as compared
to their candidate TMs accuracy. TMs in this region had very few links, as such
Cuddeback et al. conjectured that participants spent the majority of their time
searching for errors of omission, introducing many true as well as false positive
links into their final TM[6]. The performance of participants in this region from
the study is shown in Figure 2.3(d).
In the manual and RETRO.net experiments the trend of searching for errors of
omission continued. Out of the 8 participants in this region from the RETRO.net
and manual studies, all but one improved their recall, often substantially. One
major difference seen between Cuddeback’s RETRO study and the follow up
studies is that 50% of the participants in this region also increased their precision.
In particular this occurred in a region in our manual study were all four analysts
greatly improved recall while improving precision by 5% to 10%. This behavior
occurred where precision was between 52 and 67% and recall was between 21 and
43%. The behavior of these analysts is shown in Figure 5.10(c).
While this difference is present, we feel the overall trend still holds true that
analysts spend their time searching for errors of omission rather than searching
the existing candidate links for false positives. These participants were very good
at locating correct omitted links and not introduce false positives in the process.
When doing this, both the precision and recall increase.
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The results for this region are shown in Figure 5.6(a) for manual and Figure
5.7(a) for RETRO.net.
High Precision, High Recall: Cuddeback et al. observed analysts in this
region almost uniformly decrease the accuracy of their candidate TM (64% of
the participants from this region). When examining the participants who did
improve their candidate TM only 1 participant improved substantially. This
participant had an initial TM lie on the border of the region (80% precision, 52%
recall) and exhibited similar behavior to participants from the high-precision,
low-recall quadrant. For the remainder of those who improved accuracy (f2-
measure) of their TM, they showed only a 2.5% increase. The majority of the
participants who decreased their overall accuracy did so in a minor way: by
less than 8%. Overall, the changes made were rather minor with only 27% of
participants changing their f2-measure by more than 10%. The performance for
these participants is shown in Figure 2.3(b)[6].
In the manual and RETRO.net experiments, similar observations were made.
72% and 57% of participants reduced the accuracy of the TM in the manual and
RETRO.net experiments respectively. We also notice similar behavior that as
analysts make changes in their TM, these changes tend to be fairly minor. More
participants (40%) made larger changes, greater than 10% ∆f2. Unfortunately,
out of the 40% of participants who changed their TM accuracy by more than
10%, only one participant improved their accuracy. This participant received a
TM on the border (50% precision, 91% recall) and showed behavior similar to the
low-precision, high-recall region. The analysts’ performance from this boundary
region is shown in Figure 5.10(d).
The full results for this region are shown in Figure 5.6(b) for manual and
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Figure 5.7(b) for RETRO.net.
5.4.3 Who improved Accuracy
Cuddeback et al. observed that 21 out of 33 participants improved their
accuracy with the majority of those submitting TMs with an f2-measure measure
between .6 to .75 (62%). In addition, a correlation between the initial f2-measure
and delta f2-measure was observed: the lower the initial f2-measure the higher
the change in f2-measure. This is visualized in Figure 5.8(a) and Figure 5.9(a).
Our observations were similar to these findings. One difference seen was that
the participants did not as clearly move towards the f2-measure between .6 and
.75. In contrast, in the manual experiment several participants submitted final
TMs lower than .6 (44%), while in the RETRO.net experiment the majority of
participants submitted TMs with an f2-measure above .75 (54%).
Despite these differences there was still a clear correlation between initial f2-
measure and change in f2-measure. In all three experiments the trend was: the
lower the initial f2-measure the higher the change in f2-measure. See Section 5.5
for a formal analysis on the correlation between initial f2-measure and change in
f2-measure.
In the RETRO.net experiment we saw for the first time an improvement in
f2-measure from participants receiving high accuracy TMs (over .75 initial f2-
measure). The largest improvement from this group was 11% and an average
improvement of 5%. While none of these improvements were large, this trend
was new and unique. These participants all received initial TMs with medium
precision, 47-76%, and high recall, 86-91%. These initial TMs fell where around
the boundary between the low-high precision and high recall quadrants. These
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Figure 5.8: Change in f2-measure for the (a) RETRO, (b) manual, (c)
RETRO.net, and (d) all studies combined.
participants recognized they had the majority of correct links and focused on
errors of commission. This is the same behavior we noticed in the low precision,
high recall region. The difference in behavior was these analysts recognized true
links with high accuracy and only removed false positives.
These findings are visualized in Figures 5.8(b) and 5.9(b) for the manual
experiment and Figures 5.8(c) and 5.9(c) for RETRO.net. In addition we show
Figures 5.8(d) and 5.9(d) with all three data combined to show the overall trends.
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Figure 5.9: Inital f2-measure vs. Final f2-measure for the (a) RETRO,
(b) manual, (c) RETRO.net, and (d) all studies combined.
5.4.4 Outliers
In our experiments we had some participants who we view as outliers. The
performance of these participants is shown in Figure 5.10(a). Of these outliers,
two are marked as outliers as they greatly decreased their TM accuracy and
turned in candidate TMs with a very low number of links. Judging by the analysts
surrounding them we believe that this behavior is not representative of the region
and is caused by analysts who did not understand the task at all.
The remaining two outliers are participants who did not vet the candidate
TM, instead they turned in an exact copy of the TM presented to them. While
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Figure 5.10: Analyst performance for (a) outliers, (b) analysts vetting
the largest TMs, (c) Positive region in high precision, low recall area,
and (d) border region between low and high precision with high recall.
one of the analysts did start with a decent TM, 85% precision and 74% recall, we
feel it unlikely that an analyst performing validation would not change a single
link in the TM.
There was a third group of potential outliers from analysts receiving the
largest TMs. This group was discussed in the paragraph talking about low pre-
cision high recall trends. As mentioned there, we do not currently classify these
analysts as outliers since several followed similar patterns, however these analysts
are still suspect due to their overall performance. Additional data points need to
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Table 5.1: Influence of initial precision and initial recall on response
variables (degrees of freedom: 2, 81)
Response Variable R2adj F-value Sig. (pval)
FinPrec 0.117 6.484 0.002
FinRec 0.010 0.416 0.661
FinF2 0.014 0.592 0.556
∆Prec 0.481 37.482 0.0001
∆Rec 0.485 38.140 0.0001
∆F2 0.464 35.054 0.0001
be collected to formally determine if this is indeed representative behavior from
this region or outliers.
5.5 Statistical Analysis
The informal observations are useful in providing insight into semi-automated
tracing. However, we feel it is important to expand by conducting formal analysis
to determine which factors influence accuracy of the final TM. In particular we
examined the variables, baseline and observed, to see which ones, by themselves
or in combination provided a statistically significant impact on the final TM
accuracy.
5.5.1 Baseline independent variables
Table 5.1 shows the influence of the pair of independent variables, Initial
Precision and Initial Recall, on the dependant variables. To preform this analysis
we conducted a multi-variable regression analysis. We report the adjusted R-
square value (R2adj), the F-value, and the significance level. For our analysis we
use a significance level of 0.05.
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Table 5.2: Influence of initial f2-measure on response variables (degrees
of freedom: 1, 82)
Response Variable R2adj F-value Sig. (pval)
FinPrec 0.044 4.836 0.031
FinRec 0.005 1.403 0.240
FinF2 0.021 2.816 0.097
∆Prec 0.033 3.823 0.054
∆Rec 0.347 45.130 0.0001
∆F2 0.422 61.693 0.0001
As can be seen from the table, the initial accuracy of the TM has statistical
significance on the final TM precision, as well as on delta precision, delta re-
call, and delta f2-measure. This statistical analysis shows that given the initial
precision-recall pair we should be able to determine with statistical significance
what the final precision will be as well as the change in all three accuracy vari-
ables.
Using initial f2-measure as a one-dimensional surrogate for the initial TM
accuracy, we conducted a linear regression analysis on its impact to the dependant
variables. The results are summarized in Table 5.2. As can be seen from the table
initial f2-measure statistically significantly influences final precision, delta recall,
and delta f2-measure. As shown here, the f2-measure can act as a surrogate,
however as it is a more coarse measure, it does not influence delta precision.
Finally, we went with an even coarser measure and examined the statisti-
cal impact on the initial TM quadrant on the accuracy of the final TM. The
quadrants were described in Section 5.4.2. We conducted a one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) to determine the impact on the dependent variables. Table
5.3 shows the results of this analysis. In this analysis QI is the low-precision,
low-recall quadrant, QII is the low-precision, high-recall quadrant, QIII is the
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Table 5.3: Influence of Starting Quadrant on Response Variables (de-
grees of freedom: 3, 80)
Response Variable R2adj F-value Sig. (pval)
FinPrec 0.132 5.206 0.002
FinRec 0.010 0.726 0.539
Finf2 0.011 1.320 0.274
∆Prec 0.403 19.666 0.0001
∆Rec 0.361 16.645 0.0001
∆f2 0.354 16.184 0.0001
high-precision, low-recall quadrant, and QIV is the high-precision, high-recall
quadrant.
As can be seen by the Table 5.3 the starting quadrant has statistically sig-
nificant impact on final precision and all three deltas. This once again confirms
our findings that are informally presented in Section 5.4.2, that the quadrant the
participant begins in has statistically significant impact on what the analyst will
produce as a final TM.
5.5.2 Observed Independent Variables
To examine the influence of the Observed Independent Variables we conducted
statistical analysis on each variable, controlling for the baseline independent vari-
ables to prevent influence of precision-recall distribution to be a factor. This
analysis is shown in Table 5.4.
Of the eleven observed independent variables, only time to complete the trac-
ing task(Time) is continuous, the remaining variables were categorical. For Time
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Table 5.4: Analysis for observed independent variables controlling for
initial TM precision and recall
Response Location Procedure SEExp TRExp Time Grade TrConf Opinion MissingEff ValidEff Prepared
FinPrec R2adj 0.124 0.105 0.144 0.111 0.122 0.144 0.079 0.127 0.052 0.117 0.096
R2adj = 0.122 F 1.661 0.476 0.723 1.477 1.028 1.649 0.067 1.265 0.308 1.142 0.989
p 0.314 0.623 0.489 0.228 0.363 0.171 0.796 0.288 0.907 0.348 0.431
FinRec R2adj 0.014 0.035 0.025 0.022 0.025 0.015 0.028 0.040 0.037 0.146 0.047
R2adj = 0.02 F 1.057 3.065 0.482 0.143 0.114 1.605 0.0001 0.025 0.678 3.562 0.548
p 0.307 0.052 0.619 0.707 0.736 0.182 0.992 0.975 0.641 0.007 0.739
FinF2 R2adj 0.018 0.027 0.016 0.020 0.020 0.004 0.030 0.031 0.038 0.116 0.044
R2adj = 0.014 F 0.396 2.546 0.781 0.227 0.021 1.289 0.117 0.120 0.684 2.974 0.593
p 0.531 0.085 0.462 0.635 0.885 0.282 0.773 0.887 0.637 0.018 0.705
∆Prec R2adj 0.472 0.461 0.478 0.484 0.475 0.484 0.475 0.478 0.447 0.483 0.473
R2adj = 0.456 F 1.661 0.476 0.723 1.477 1.028 1.649 0.067 1.265 0.308 1.142 0.989
p 0.201 0.623 0.489 0.228 0.314 0.171 0.796 0.288 0.907 0.348 0.431
∆Rec R2adj 0.473 0.498 0.465 0.467 0.444 0.488 0.476 0.436 0.468 0.541 0.463
R2adj = 0.446 F 1.057 3.065 0.482 0.143 0.114 1.605 0.0001 0.025 0.678 3.562 0.548
p 0.307 0.052 0.619 0.707 0.736 0.182 0.992 0.975 0.641 0.007 0.739
∆F2 R2adj 0.450 0.480 0.461 0.450 0.412 0.457 0.459 0.404 0.438 0.511 0.442
R2adj = 0.417 F 0.918 3.286 1.314 0.116 0.065 1.226 0.298 0.006 0.544 3.490 0.666
p 0.341 0.043 0.275 0.734 0.799 0.307 0.587 0.994 0.742 0.007 0.650
we used multiple linear regression analysis while for the others we utilized analysis
of covariance (ANCOVA) analysis.
When observing the variables and their impact on the dependant variables,
only one, ValidEff, has statistically significant impact. This variable measured
the participant’s self-reported amount of time they spent vetting the candidate
links provided to them (as apposed to searching for links missed by the candidate
TM). The participants were given a six point scale from 0-5 where 0 meant “never
preformed this activity” and 5 meant “performed this activity for every single
link”. When we examined why this had a statistical impact we found that the
majority of participants reported a 0-3 (74%) while 17% of participants answered
a 4 or 51.
When examining the performance of analysts who reported a large validation
effort (4 or 5 on the survey) we notice that they produced final TMs with 20.5%
lower recall than the average of those who reported 0-3. In addition this group
was the only whose mean recall was negative, and by a substantial amount. The
1the remaining participants did not answer this question
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Table 5.5: Influence of ValidEff on response variables
Response 0–3 4–5
N 62 14
FinRec x¯ 65.25 44.72
s 19.98 23.28
Finf2 x¯ 62.36 45.66
s 17.98 22.25
∆Rec x¯ 5.18 −24.22
s 26.71 30.73
∆f2 x¯ 7.06 −14.55
s 22.33 23.59
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Figure 5.11: Participants with ValidEff values of 4 or 5
average recall for this group decreased by 24.2%. This influence is shown in
Table 5.5. In addition, Figure 5.5.2 shows the performance of the participants
who answered a 4 or 5. As can be seen in this figure, most participants had initial
TMs in high recall and all but one lead to a decrease (often substantial decrease)
in recall. This self-reported behavior is consistent with the behavior reported by
Cuddeback and informally confirmed above in Section 5.4.2. Participants given
high recall spend the majority of their time vetting links. Due to errors of analyst
judgement during link validation, valid links were removed resulting in negative
delta recall.
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5.6 Summary of Key Findings
Our informal and formal analysis highlighted several key takeaways from this
study. First, we found that the best indicator for analyst performance was the
initial TM accuracy. In fact, only one other independent variable we collected,
ValidEff, showed any statistically significant impact on the accuracy of the final
TM. However, as shown in our analysis this was actually a negative correlation.
Analysts who reported spending more time validating links decreased their overall
TM accuracy.
The second key observation is that analysts have a very difficult time deter-
mining what the true TM is. None of the 84 participants recovered the true TM.
In fact, only 9.5% on analysts (8 out of 84) returned TMs with precision and
recall greater than 75%. This is true despite 8 analysts having initial TMs in this
region (50% stayed in this region).
A third key finding was that analysts seem to have an idea of the size of the
true TM. When analysts receive large TMs they do predictable actions, they fo-
cus mainly on link removal, improving precision often at the detriment of recall.
Analysts receiving small TMs tend to do the opposite, focus solely on searching
for missing links, improving recall at the cost of precision. When analysts receive
high accuracy TMs they normally decrease the overall accuracy of the TM. Fi-
nally when analysts receive low accuracy TMs the analysts seem to recognize a
high occurrence of false positives and removing them. After removal of the false
positives the analysts recognize the TM is to small and search for missing links.
The final key finding was the accuracy of the initial automatically-generated
TM appears to be a bad method in measuring the quality of a semi-automated
tracing process. When analyzing the variables of our studies we find that this
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accuracy is the best predictor we have observed, however in the opposite direction.
In fact, we see the analysts who produce some of the highest quality TMs were
analysts receiving the lowest quality TMs.
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Chapter 6
Naturally Generated TM
Experiment Design
Our second experimental framework allows us to test how analysts interact
with real IR and filtering methods while vetting candidate TMs. Specifically in
our experimental design we shift from utilizing artificially generated TMs, as used
in Section 4, to naturally generated TMs. Here by “naturally generated TMs”
we mean TMs generated automatically utilizing real IR and filtering methods.
By utilizing these naturally generated TMs we shift from directly controlling
precision and recall of the candidate TM. Instead we control the methods which
generate TMs.
Additionally we add control over the user interface used to display the can-
didate links as well as user feedback processing. While our pilot study does not
utilize these additional pieces they are included into our full experimental design.
This study is detailed in Section 6.2.
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6.1 Software tools used
We created a framework to control the IR method, filtering technique, user
feedback, and user interface. We modified RETRO.net to utilize this framework
by connecting the user log-in to control each of the framework parameters and
utilize these parameters when generating and displaying the candidate TM. These
modifications established a plugin architecture where researchers can design new
IR methods, filtering techniques, user feedback, or UI and easily install them into
the tool to be utilized during experiments. In addition, we implemented several
filtering techniques outlined in Section 6.1.1.
6.1.1 Filtering techniques
Running IR methods typically generates a list of candidate links with rel-
evance scores. These candidate links can be viewed as-is without filtering any
links out. However, it may be advantageous to filter out candidate links in var-
ious ways in order to reduce the number of links a human must analyze. A few
of these options are described below.
Value Filtering. One of the simplest ways to filter links is by setting a thresh-
old value and removing all links with relevance scores below this threshold. Since
relevance scores range in value from zero to one, the allowable threshold values
are in this range. This filtering is applied on all potential links equally.
Global Filtering. Candidate links can be filtered on a global scale. To ac-
complish this all candidate links are sorted by relevance score and than the top
number of candidate links are kept and the rest are removed (filtered out). An
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additional, but similar method, can filter out candidate links that are not in the
top X percent of the links. Both of these methods are referred to as global filter-
ing. As an example, if the IR method returns 200 candidate links, a global filter
can be applied to return the top 20 links or the top 15% (top 35 links).
Local Filtering. Candidate links can be filtered on a per high-level element
basis. To accomplish this, all candidate links are separated by their high-level
element into different lists sorted by relevance score. In this manner if we are
tracing from requirement to test cases we can show the analyst the top ’X’ test
cases per requirement or top ’X’ percent of test cases per requirement.
These filters can also be combined together. One example of this is applying
a global filter, than a local filter on those results.
6.1.2 User Interfaces
Three different user interfaces have been designed for the full experiment.
Due to time limitations currently only one has been developed. However, to fully
explain our experimental design we give an overview of all three user interactions.
Free Form Browsing. This interface was the interface described in Section
4.1.2 and shown in Figures 4.3(a), 4.3(b), and 4.4. This interface provides three
unique interaction types. The first, recommended tab (Figure 4.3(a)), shows the
recommended links and allows the user to confirm or reject these links. The
second, keyword tab (Figure 4.4), allows the user to search for links by specific
keywords. This tab may be utilized to search for additional links or confirm
recommended links. Finally the third tab, “all” tab (Figure 4.3(b)), displays the
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user all potential links allowing the user to search for any missing links.
All three interaction types are free-form, allowing the user to switch between
tasks, i.e. confirming links or searching for additional links, as well as freely
switch between any two high and low level document elements at any time. The
free-form browsing UI does not control the activities of the analyst.
Local Browsing. This interface is designed to force the user to consider links
one-ny-one in a predefined order. The order is based on splitting the links by the
high-level element and showing all candidate links for one high-level element prior
to advancing onto the next. This interface would display each recommended link
for a particular high-level element one at a time and have the analyst render a
decision on the link. After the user vets the candidate links, or when they choose
to complete the recommended link process they would be allowed to search for
missing links for this high level element similarly to the “all” tab from the free
browsing UI. However, this interface will not allow jumping from one high-level
element to another as was possible in the free form browsing interface.
Global Browsing. This interface will sort all candidate links by relevance score
and show the user one candidate link at a time in descending order without regard
for the high-level element of this link. After the user vets all candidate links or
when the user chooses to complete the recommended link process they would be
allowed to search for any missing links. This search process would be very similar
to the “all” tab from the free browsing UI.
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Table 6.1: ChangeStyle Pilot Study Experimental Design
Method Used Filter Used Filter Value Number Participants Initial Precision Initial Recall
TF-IDF None NA 2 4.9% 100%
OKAPI local 1 2 46.9% 62.5%
TF-IDF local 1 3 50.0% 66.7%
TF-IDF local 3 3 18.8% 75.0%
TF-IDF value 0.25 4 73.3% 45.8%
OKAPI value 0.25 3 70.6% 50.0%
TF-IDF global 96 3 18.8% 75.0%
OKAPI global 96 3 19.8% 79.2%
OKAPI global 23 2 52.2% 50.0%
6.2 Pilot Study Experimental design
A pilot study was conducted in order to examine how the participants interact
with candidate TMs generated using real IR methods and filtering techniques.
Our framework allowed us many possible combinations to examine1. We decided
to concentrate on just a few due to the sample size of our experiment. We decided
to focus on two IR methods (TF–IDF and Okapi) and four filter techniques (none,
local top ’X’, global top ’X’, and value). In addition to these combinations we also
explored using different values for these filter types. When assigning a combina-
tion to a participant we used the same round-robin process as the RETRO.net
experiment. To obtain some overlap and attempt to isolate outliers each of these
combinations were assigned to multiple individuals. In the experiment described
in Section 4 this replication was done by assigning TMs with similar (but not the
same) accuracy. In our experiment this was not possible as the control variables
were not continuous. Our pilot study experimental design is shown in Table 6.2
for ChangeStyle and Table 6.2 for HIPAA. Additionally we visually display the
initial TM accuracy in Figure 6.1(a) for ChangeStyle, Figure 6.1(b) for HIPAA,
and 6.1(c) for both datasets.
1108 total combinations: 3 IR methods, 6 filter types, 3 different user interfaces, and use of
user-feedback
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Table 6.2: HIPAA Pilot Study Experimental Design
Method Used Filter Used Filter Value Number Participants Initial Precision Initial Recall
TF-IDF None NA 2 6.8% 81.3%
OKAPI local 1 2 40.0% 25.0%
TF-IDF local 3 2 26.7% 50.0%
OKAPI value 0.25 2 57.1% 25.0%
6.3 Dataset
We used two different datasets in this experiment. The first one was ChangeStyle
described in Section 4.3.2. We also wanted to address the “single dataset” threat
to validity of the first experiment. For this we utilized a second dataset, HIPAA-
ClearHealth.
6.3.1 HIPAA-ClearHealth Dataset
The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)[1] is en-
acted by the United States of America Congress to protect health insurance
coverage. In addition, it focuses on addressing the privacy and security of health
care-related electronic data. We focus only on the privacy and security regula-
tions. These regulations are shown in Appendix I.
This dataset focuses on tracing from the HIPAA electronic regulations to
a software requirements specification (SRS) of healthcare products. In the full
dataset HIPAA electronic protection regulations are traced to requirements for
10 different health care software systems[4]. We chose one of these systems,
ClearHeath, to trace.
The HIPAA-ClearHealth dataset includes 44 requirements, 11 HIPAA regula-
tions, and 16 true-validated links. It focuses on an important goal of traceability,
software satisfaction. In other words, the goal of the tracing task is to establish
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Figure 6.1: Initial TM accuracy of (a) ChangeStyle, (b) HIPAA, and
(c) both datasets
whether the software system meets the regulatory requirements of the HIPAA
federal regulations.
6.4 Information collected
The pilot experiment expands upon the previous experiment. We continued
to collect the meta-information from surveys described in Section 4.4. How-
ever, we modified the Baseline independent variables. Rather than controlling
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Table 6.3: Baseline Independent Variables
Variable Abbreviation Scale Used in Pilot
IR method IRMethod Okapi,TF-IDF,LTU Yes2
Filter Technique FilterType None,Global,Local,Value Yes
Filter Value FilterVal Local & Global: [0,maxLinks], Value: [0,1] Yes
User Interface UI FreeBrowse, Local, Global No
Feedback Processing Feedback Yes,No No
Initial Precision SPrec [0,1] Indirect
Initial Recall SRec [0,1] Indirect
Initial F2 SF2 [0,1] Indirect
Initial Quadrant SQuadrant {Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4} Indirect
the precision and recall values we now control what IR method to use, filtering
technique, and filtering value. In addition, our experimental framework provides
the capability to control additional baseline independent variables, however these
were not used in our pilot study due to our user base. These variables include
user feedback processing and user interface(UI).
It should also be noted that while we no longer are directly controlling pre-
cision and recall we still are able to track these variables as well as indirectly
control them through the other variables chosen. Due to this we keep these as
baseline independent variables. The new set of baseline independent variables is
shown in Table 6.3.
This change is a step towards our ultimate goal of being able to create a
semi-automated requirements tracing tool that academia and industry can use.
By changing from artificially generated TMs to naturally generated, we were
able to investigate how humans interact with these naturally generated TMs
and, more importantly, begin to understand what parameters to use to lead to
the best human→computer interaction such that the final TMs are consistently
of high accuracy.
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6.5 Research questions
We look to examine how human analysts transform traceability information
from candidate TMs in final TMs. In particular we break this question down to
target semi-automated requirements tracing using real IR and filtering methods.
Specifically we ask the following questions:
• How does the IR method used in creating a candidate TM impact the final
TM?
• How does the filtering method used on the candidate TM impact the final
TM? In particular:
• Are analysts more successful when global, local, or value filters have been
applied?
• Is analyst performance consistent cross multi datasets?
• Is there a difference between analyst performance when using naturally-
generated TMs vs. artificially generated TMs?
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Chapter 7
Naturally Generated TM
Experiment Results
We conducted our pilot study in three classes at two locations, Cal Poly and
University of Kentucky, using two different datasets, ChangeStyle and HIPAA. In
total, we collected data from 31 participants, 23 using ChangeStyle and 8 using
HIPAA. Table 7.1 gives an overview of our experiments.
7.1 ChangeStyle
For our ChangeStyle experiment using naturally-generated TMs we used 9
different combinations of IR method, filtering, and filter value. Table 6.2 shows
Location Dataset used number of participants
University 1 ChangeStyle 5
University 2 ChangeStyle 18
University 2 HIPAA 8
Table 7.1: Overview of our natural TM generation experiments
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Table 7.2: Performance for analysts using naturally generated TMs
vetting the ChangeStyle dataset
UserID IR Method Filter Type Filter Value Initial Precision Initial Recall Initial f2 Final Precision Final Recall Final f2
UserA TF-IDF None NA 4.9% 100% 20.6% 37.5% 75.0% 62.5%
UserB TF-IDF None NA 4.9% 100% 20.6% 73.1% 79.2% 77.9%
UserC Okapi Value 0.25 73.3% 45.8% 49.6% 28.4% 95.8% 65.0%
UserD Okapi Value 0.25 73.3% 45.8% 49.6% 78.6% 91.7% 88.7%
UserE Okapi Value 0.25 73.3% 45.8% 49.6% 41.0% 66.7% 59.3%
UserF Okapi Value 0.25 73.3% 45.8% 49.6% 63.2% 50.0% 52.2%
UserG TF-IDF Value 0.25 70.6% 50.0% 53.1% 55.2% 66.7% 64.0%
UserH TF-IDF Value 0.25 70.6% 50.0% 53.1% 52.9% 37.5% 39.8%
UserI TF-IDF Value 0.25 70.6% 50.0% 53.1% 81.0% 70.8% 72.7%
UserJ Okapi Local 1 46.9% 62.5% 58.6% 78.3% 75.0% 75.6%
UserK Okapi Local 1 46.9% 62.5% 58.6% 75.0% 75.0% 75.0%
UserL TF-IDF Local 1 50.0% 66.7% 62.5% 73.1% 79.2% 77.9%
UserM TF-IDF Local 1 50.0% 66.7% 62.5% 92.9% 54.2% 59.1%
UserN TF-IDF Local 3 18.8% 75.0% 46.9% 71.4% 83.3% 80.7%
UserO TF-IDF Local 3 18.8% 75.0% 46.9% 65.5% 79.2% 76.0%
UserP TF-IDF Local 3 18.8% 75.0% 46.9% 38.0% 79.2% 65.1%
UserQ TF-IDF Global 96 18.8% 75.0% 46.9% 64.0% 66.7% 66.1%
UserR TF-IDF Global 96 18.8% 75.0% 46.9% 57.6% 79.2% 73.6%
UserS TF-IDF Global 96 18.8% 75.0% 46.9% 56.7% 70.8% 67.5%
UserT Okapi Global 96 19.8% 79.2% 49.5% 58.1% 75.0% 70.9%
UserU Okapi Global 96 19.8% 79.2% 49.5% 51.4% 75.0% 68.7%
UserV Okapi Global 96 19.8% 79.2% 49.5% 79.2% 79.2% 79.2%
UserW Okapi Global 23 52.5% 50.0% 50.4% 58.6% 70.8% 68.0%
a summary of the experimental design we utilized for ChangeStyle.
We show analyst performance in two ways: graphical and tabular. The graph-
ical representation is the same as the initial experiment: we plot the accuracy
of the initial and final submitted TM in the precision-recall space. However, as
initial accuracy is no longer the main control in the experiment, we also tabulate
the results. Figure 7.1 shows the performance of all analysts. Table 7.2 shows
the results in tabular form.
7.2 HIPAA
For the HIPAA dataset we used a subset of combinations that were used
with ChangeStyle to allow direct result comparison. In total, we used four dif-
ferent combinations of IR methods, filtering, and filter value. Table 6.2 shows a
summary of the experimental design we utilized for the HIPAA dataset.
Figure 7.2 shows the performance of all analysts using this dataset. Table 7.3
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Figure 7.1: Analyst performance when using naturally generated TMs
and the ChangeStyle dataset
Table 7.3: Performance for analysts using naturally generated TMs
vetting the HIPAA dataset
UserID IR Method Filter Type Filter Value Initial Precision Initial Recall Initial f2 Final Precision Final Recall Final f2
UserHA TF-IDF None NA 6.8% 81.3% 25.5% 60.0% 56.3% 57.0%
UserHB TF-IDF None NA 6.8% 81.3% 25.5% 21.6% 68.8% 47.8%
UserHC Okapi Value 0.25 57.1% 25.0% 28.2% 52.4% 68.8% 74.7%
UserHD Okapi Value 0.25 57.1% 25.0% 28.2% 41.9% 81.3% 68.4%
UserHE Okapi Local 1 40.0% 25.0% 27.0% 33.3% 31.3% 31.7%
UserHF Okapi Local 1 40.0% 25.0% 27.0% 80.0% 25.0% 29.0%
UserHG TF-IDF Local 3 26.7% 50.0% 42.6% 62.5% 62.5% 62.5%
UserHH TF-IDF Local 3 26.7% 50.0% 42.6% 57.1% 50.0% 51.3%
shows the analyst performance in tabular form.
7.3 IR method Used
The first research question posed was about the impact of the IR method on
the final TMs accuracy? We wanted to examine and determine if analysts would
be more successful using TF-IDF or Okapi. We show a direct comparison using
the same filtering technique and values but different IR method. There are 8 TF-
IDF and 9 Okapi datapoints which meet this criteria. Figure 7.3(a) shows the
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Figure 7.2: Analyst performance when using naturally generated TMs
and the HIPAA dataset
performance of analysts using TF-IDF and Figure 7.3(b) shows the performance
of analysts using Okapi. Table 7.4 shows the performance in tabular form that
meet this criteria.
Analyzing these figures and table shows similar analyst behavior in each filter
option. Examining the analyst behavior it appears those utilizing Okapi made
Table 7.4: Comparing analyst performance when using TF-IDF and
Okapi generated TMs while vetting the ChangeStyle dataset
UserID IR Method Filter Type Filter Value Initial Precision Initial Recall Initial f2 Final Precision Final Recall Final f2
UserC Okapi Value 0.25 73.3% 45.8% 49.6% 28.4% 95.8% 65.0%
UserD Okapi Value 0.25 73.3% 45.8% 49.6% 78.6% 91.7% 88.7%
UserE Okapi Value 0.25 73.3% 45.8% 49.6% 41.0% 66.7% 59.3%
UserF Okapi Value 0.25 73.3% 45.8% 49.6% 63.2% 50.0% 52.2%
UserG TF-IDF Value 0.25 70.6% 50.0% 53.1% 55.2% 66.7% 64.0%
UserH TF-IDF Value 0.25 70.6% 50.0% 53.1% 52.9% 37.5% 39.8%
UserI TF-IDF Value 0.25 70.6% 50.0% 53.1% 81.0% 70.8% 72.7%
UserJ Okapi Local 1 46.9% 62.5% 58.6% 78.3% 75.0% 75.6%
UserK Okapi Local 1 46.9% 62.5% 58.6% 75.0% 75.0% 75.0%
UserL TF-IDF Local 1 50.0% 66.7% 62.5% 73.1% 79.2% 77.9%
UserM TF-IDF Local 1 50.0% 66.7% 62.5% 92.9% 54.2% 59.1%
UserQ TF-IDF Global 96 18.8% 75.0% 46.9% 64.0% 66.7% 66.1%
UserR TF-IDF Global 96 18.8% 75.0% 46.9% 57.6% 79.2% 73.6%
UserS TF-IDF Global 96 18.8% 75.0% 46.9% 56.7% 70.8% 67.5%
UserT Okapi Global 96 19.8% 79.2% 49.5% 58.1% 75.0% 70.9%
UserU Okapi Global 96 19.8% 79.2% 49.5% 51.4% 75.0% 68.7%
UserV Okapi Global 96 19.8% 79.2% 49.5% 79.2% 79.2% 79.2%
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larger changes than those using TF-IDF, both when they improved and when
they degraded the accuracy of the TM. An example of this can be seen from
the analysts performing value filtering (70% precision and 50% recall for TF-
IDF, 73% precision and 46% recall for OKAPI). TF-IDF tended to have larger
changes in precision and recall compared to Okapi. For two of the four analysts,
this change resulted in larger decreases in accuracy.
This finding is also visualized in Figures 7.3(c) and 7.3(d). As seen here, while
Okapi has a few larger deltas, the majority of both IR methods tend to fall in
the same f2-measure range, between .6 and .75 range.
We conclude that from our pilot study the choice of IR method does not seem
to have a significant impact on the analyst ability to perform tracing. At present,
we do not have enough datapoints to conduct statistical significance tests. We
plan on conducting this in the future once we obtain results from additional
participants.
7.4 Filtering Method Used
The second research question posed was how does the filtering method used
impact the analysts performance while producing a final TM. We show the analyst
performance using each of the six filters used. Figures 7.4(a) shows no filtering,
7.4(b) shows value filtering, 7.5(a) shows local top 1 filtering, 7.5(b) shows local
top 3 filtering, 7.6(a) shows global top 23 filtering, and 7.6(b) shows global top
96 filtering. Table 7.2 shows the performance for all the analysts vetting using
the different filtering techniques.
Each filter type showed a distinctive behavior.
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Figure 7.3: Comparing analyst performance based on IR method dif-
ferences. (a) shows analysts using TF-IDF and (b) shows analysts
using Okapi.
No Filter. Two participants were assigned TMs without a filter applied. The
performance for these participants is shown in Figure 7.4(a). Both participants
greatly increased precision but at the cost of recall. The TMs generated without
being filtered where very large, 487 links, with many false positives, 463 false links.
Because of this number of false positives, the users focused solely on correcting
errors of commission.
As a consequence, the analysts successfully removed the majority of false
links, 433 in one case and 456 in the other. However, during this process these
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Figure 7.4: Comparing analyst performance based on filtering tech-
nique. (a) and (c) show analyst performance using no filtering, and
(b) and 7.4(d) show analyst performance using value filtering.
analysts also removed a few correct links, 5 and 6 respectively. Examining the
analyst performance based on decision correctness, these analysts achieved the
highest proportion of correct decisions, at worst case 36 incorrect decisions out of
487 candidate decisions. This calculates to be 93% of all decisions where correct.
The problem we see with this case is that these analysts were presented with
90% of all link possibilities as recommended. This task then turns into a valida-
tion task very similar to manual validation without computer assistance. Because
the analyst validates so many links they inherently make some incorrect judge-
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Figure 7.5: Comparing analyst performance based on filtering tech-
nique. (a) and (c) show analyst performance using local top one fil-
tering, and (b) and 7.5(d) show analyst performance using local top
three filtering.
ments and remove valid links that should be left. Because of these problems,
presenting TMs without filtering should not be done.
Value Filter. We had seven participants assigned TMs with value filtering
using a 0.25 threshold value. The performance for these participants is shown
in Figure 7.4(b). Participants with TMs using this filter resulted in the least
consistent results. However, similar patterns still emerge.
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All but one analyst increased their recall, although to varying degrees. In
the majority of the cases (4 out of 7) precision decreased. We look at analyst
performance utilizing f2-measure. Figure 7.4(d) shows the change in f2-measure
compared to the initial f2-measure. From this figure we see that only one analyst
submitted a final TM with the f2-measure above 0.75. Additionally three out of
seven analysts were not able to reach the 0.6 f2-measure mentioned by Cuddeback
et al.[6].
When we observe the average trend from these analysts region, they tend to
improve recall, decrease precision, and end with an f2-measure around or just
below 0.60. The TMs generated using these filters have half the true links and
very few false positives. The analysts from these TMs focus on searching for
errors of omission. They tend to locate several of the omitted links, however in
the process introduce several false positives. In fact, when examining the two
individuals who increased precision, this increase was an artifact of introducing
several correct links leading to a higher precision.
Due to the overall behavior trend we feel that the use of value filtering may
be difficult for analysts to consistently improve overall accuracy. An additional
problem with value filtering is that it is highly sensitive to the threshold value.
We plan to experiment with different threasholds in our future work.
Local Filter. We had seven participants assigned TMs generated with the
help of local filtering. These filters were broken down to four using local top
one filtering while the other three participants used local top three filtering. The
performance for these participants is shown in Figure 7.5(a) for local top one and
Figure 7.5(b) for local top three filtering.
While we notice small differences between local top one and top three filtering,
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in general similar patterns appear. In all but one case the analysts improved
precision and recall. Analysts receiving top one filters improved both precision
and recall by approximately the same amount. The participants who received top
three filtered results improved the precision by a significant amount more than
recall. Even with these changes both local filters ended up around the same final
precision and recall values on average.
All but one participants receiving local filtered TMs improved their final ac-
curacy when measured by f2-measure. All participants submitted final TMs with
the f2-measure of at least 0.60. In fact, five of the seven participants submit-
ted final TMs with a f2-measure greater than 0.75, including the second highest
accuracy TM submitted in our study.
These participants performed the best of any in our study. We feel this
positive increase in both precision and recall is the ideal behavior we look for.
Additionally, we feel local filtering is the least tied to the dataset of any filtering
options. While some datasets may have multiple links between high and low
elements, and other have few, the fact that local filtering pulls out the best
candidate links for validation for each high-level element. Even though the ideal
filter value may vary from one dataset to another, the fact that analysts were
able to preform well with local top one filter indicates even with a low filter value
candidates can still preform vetting successfully.
Global Filter. We had seven participants assigned TMs with global filtering.
These filters were broken down to six using global top 96 filtering and one par-
ticipant using global top 23 filtering. The performance for these participants is
shown in Figure 7.6(a) for top 23 filtering and Figure 7.6(b) for top 96 filtering.
We notice different behavior between global top 23 and 96 filtering. In global
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Figure 7.6: Comparing analyst performance based on filtering tech-
nique. (a) and (c) show analyst performance using global top 23 fil-
tering, and (b) and 7.6(d) show analyst performance using global top
96 filtering.
top 23 filtering the participant focused solely on locating errors of omission, suc-
cessfully adding a few links without introducing any false positives, leading to an
increase in recall with a smaller, indirect increase in precision.
In global top 96 filtering on the other hand participants focused mainly on
correcting errors of commission. These analysts removed several false positives
with many also removing one or two correct links. This behavior led to analysts
increasing their precision with a minor change in precision.
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Even though these differences are apparent, the final TMs from global filtering
participants were fairly similar. All but one participant submitted final TMs with
a f2-measure between 0.60 and 0.75 with the main cluster of analysts submitting
with f2-measure around 0.70. This behavior is seen in Figures 7.6(c) and 7.6(d)
of change in f2-measure for global top 23 and 96 filters respectively. The one
participant submitting a TM with f2-measure greater than 0.75 showed a similar
behavior as the other analysts however, they where successful in identifying true
links when removing links to correct errors of commission.
Global filtering appears to present TMs which analysts can successfully im-
prove in accuracy. One main problem with global filtering is what filter value to
use. As displayed by the two global filter options, how many top links to display
to the user makes a large impact on the results. While not shown as significantly
as possible, a global filter set too low could lead to very small TMs forcing ana-
lysts to focus solely on errors of omission. However, if the filter value is set too
high, the TM may end up having large amounts of false positives. Due to these
potential problems, we feel applying global filters may be problematic without
the careful choice of filter value.
7.5 ChangeStyle vs HIPAA Analyst Behavior
We wanted to examine the analyst behavior using multiple datasets and de-
termine if our observations are general or specific to ChangeStyle. To accomplish
this we ran a smaller version of our pilot study using eight students at Cal Poly.
An overview of the experimental setup is shown in Table 6.2.
We utilized the same IR and filtering techniques for both datasets. It should
be noted that due to the differences in the datasets the initial TMs accuracies
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Figure 7.7: Comparing analyst performance when vetting HIPAA
based on filtering technique. (a) and (c) show analyst performance
using no filtering, and (b) and 7.7(d) show analyst performance using
value filtering.
are different for TMs generated using the same process. Due to these differences
when examining the behavior we examine the changes not the raw accuracy end
points.
No Filter. We had two HIPAA participants assigned TMs with out a filter ap-
plied. The performance for these participants is shown in Figure 7.7(a). Both of
these participants increased precision at the cost of decreasing recall. This behav-
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ior is very similar as the behavior shown by the analysts vetting the ChangeStyle
dataset when the TMs where not filtered. The main difference between analyst
behavior can be seen when comparing the f2-measures. In the ChangeStyle ex-
periment, f2-measure increased by at least 0.4, while the analysts vetting the
HIPAA dataset only increased f2-measure by 0.2 and 0.3.
This change in final TM accuracy can be explained by taking the initial TM
accuracy in to account. Since with the HIPAA datasets the IR methods where
not able to obtain all true links, the initial candidate TMs had about the same
precision but much lower recall. In both datasets analysts increased precision
and decreased recall by about the same amount. Despite this difference, overall
analyst behavior appears to be consistent when not utilizing filtering.
Value Filter. We had two HIPAA participants assigned TMs using value fil-
tering. The performance for these participants is shown in Figure 7.7(b). Both
participants increased recall fairly significantly but at the cost of precision. These
analysts focused on correcting errors of omission and while they added several
correct links, they also added a few false positives.
This behavior is consistent with the analyst behavior for vetting value filtering
on the ChangeStyle dataset. These analysts produced candidate TMs with f2-
measure of around 0.7. This is also consistent with the behavior seen in the
ChangeStyle study which had the largest grouping of analysts around f2-measure
of 0.7.
Local Filter We had four HIPAA participants assigned TMs using local fil-
tering. This was split into two analysts using top one filtering and two analysts
using top three filtering. The performance for these participants is shown in
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Figure 7.8(a) for top one filtering and Figure 7.8(b) for top three filtering.
Three of the four analysts increased precision. Two of these analysts solely
focused on eliminating false positives, maintaining their initial recall. These
analysts did not utilize the “all” tab at all to search for any missing links. The
remaining two analysts increased their recall, adding one and two additional links.
This behavior showed some similarities to the analysts vetting the ChangeStyle
dataset using local filtering. Like ChangeStyle, the HIPAA analysts where able
to eliminate several false positives. However, unlike the ChangeStyle analysts,
the HIPAA analysts did not search out missing links and instead seemed content
with the candidate links presented. We are unsure why this difference appeared,
however we believe it may be a lack of understanding about the use of the “all”
tab to locate missing links. Were the analysts to have utilized the “all” tab, it is
likely that they would have located missing links and displayed similar behavior
to the ChangeStyle analysts.
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Figure 7.8: Comparing analyst performance when vetting HIPAA
based on filtering technique. (a) and (c) show analyst performance
using local top one filtering, and (b) and 7.8(d) show analyst perfor-
mance using local top three filtering.
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Chapter 8
Future Work
While we addressed many of the limitations of Cuddeback et al.[6], there
are still many directions in which we plan to expand our research. One of the
primary areas is to continue to conduct experiments using naturally generated
TMs. We plan on expanding our pilot study with more participants. In addition,
we plan on incorporating the other baseline variables from our research design,
user feedback and different user interfaces.
With these additional data points this will allow us to conduct a second statis-
tical analysis to determine the impact of the new baseline independent variables
and attempt to see which variables have the largest impact on the dependent
variables. This will allow us to apply this knowledge to assist in creating a more-
widely usable traceability tool.
Second, while we were able to expand our study using a second dataset,
we would like to gather more data from this dataset. Additionally, we would
like to expand our study to utilize additional datasets. While good traceabil-
ity datasets are scarce, one of the goals of TraceLab is to generate community-
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accepted datasets and benchmarks. We plan on utilizing these datasets in addi-
tion to our datasets. This expansion will allow us to conduct further analysis to
assist in our goal of creating a universal semi-automated traceability tool.
Finally, we would like to automate the data collection and analysis. Currently,
much of our analysis requires extensive manual processing such that as new TMs
are submitted scripts must be manually run. One solution to this is to create
modules to interact in TraceLab[3]. Fortunately, our experimental design and
the current implementation of RETRO.net are modularized, this still will require
these modules to be ported to the TraceLab framework as well as convert our
current analysis tools to TraceLab.
An additional benefit to converting to a TraceLab-based experiment is to
allow cross-university experiments. Using TraceLab, we can easily store a player
version of our experiment such that any universities who wish to participate could
load the player and contribute the results back for automatic analysis. We feel
this is the ideal scenario to allow a wide participant base which will allow the
most productive statistical analysis.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
This thesis looks to continue where the study of Cuddeback et al.[6] left off.
We initially undertook a study which expanded upon [6] by utilizing a second
software traceability tool and additionally by asking analysts to vet candidate
TMs manually. We added 51 additional datapoints which we combined with
the results presented by Cuddeback et al. This dataset allowed us to conduct a
more thorough analysis including running statistical analysis to examine which
variables have impact on analysts decisions.
Using this larger data sample we were able to confirm key findings of Cudde-
back et al., both informally and formally. In particular we found that the largest
impact on the analysts’ final TM accuracy was the initial TM accuracy. Addi-
tionally, we found only one other variable, ValidEff, which showed any statistically
significant influence on the accuracy of the final TM. However, this influence was
counter-productive, it showed the analysts’ who put in more effort into validating
candidate links resulted in lower final TM accuracy.
Upon confirming the findings of Cuddeback et al., we expanded upon their
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findings by creating a new, simple and repeatable experimental framework. This
framework utilizes naturally generated TMs and examines how analysts inter-
act with these TMs. We conduct a pilot study utilizing this framework at two
locations and using two different datasets.
Based on the results from this pilot study we observe that the IR method
used to generate TMs does not appear to have significant impact on the analysts’
vetting accuracy. In addition we present and examine several filtering techniques.
We show that not filtering IR results leads to poor analyst behavior. In addition,
we show both global and local filtering are promising with analysts consistently
improving their TMs accuracy.
We show that local filtering leads to the best analyst behavior on average.
In addition we conjecture that local filtering can move from one dataset to an-
other successfully without suffering significant impact from different filter values.
Additionally, our pilot shows that utilizing the same IR and filtering techniques
on different datasets results in similar analyst behaviors. This was a key finding
as previously Cuddeback et al. had only applied the experiment to one dataset.
Expanding to multiple datasets and showing similar trends provides additional
support that our findings are applicable to multiple datasets rather than specific
to a single one.
Finally, we provide evidence that analysts show similar behavior trends while
vetting artificially and naturally generated TMs. While there are smaller differ-
ences between the overall analyst behavior, the trends on a whole appear to hold
true. This provides additional support to our key claim, with semi-automated
tracing we can no longer rely solely on the accuracy of the automated
methods as the criteria for the quality of the tracing process. In con-
trast, wemust now acknowledge the human analyst as a vital component
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in the tracing process! We must utilize this new knowledge and search for
new IR, filtering, and delivery methods in order to create semi-automated tracing
systems which can account for and mitigate human fallible behavior.
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Appendix G
Training Dataset
G.1 Functional Requirements
FM-1
Upon its start, the program shall print information about its purpose
(moon landing game) and author:
********* Moon Landing Program v. 1.0 ******************
Written by: Alexander Dekhtyar
FM-2
After that the main loop of the program starts. At the beginning of each
loop, the program shall display a text menu with three choices and prompt
the user to make a selection. The menu choices are 1. Play Game,
2. Instructions, 3. Quit:
Please select an action:
1. Play Game
2. Instructions
3. Quit
Your choice :>>
(Note, there is an empty line between the Written by: line of the
output and the Please select an action: line. Note also that :>>
is the prompt used in the program.)
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FM-3
Your program shall accept user input, indicating the desired action. Ac-
ceptable user inputs are integers 1,2,3. If any other integer number is
enered, the program shall simply output the main menu and the prompt
again:
********* Moon Landing Program v. 1.0 ******************
Written by: Alexander Dekhtyar
Please select an action:
1. Play Game
2. Instructions
3. Quit
Your choice :>>8
Please select an action:
1. Play Game
2. Instructions
3. Quit
Your choice :>>
Your program is not responsible for handling any other type of input (e.g.,
if a character or a string has been entered instead of an integer).
FM-4
If the user chooses Quit, i.e., enters 3 the program shall print a good-
bye message and exit.
Please select an action:
1. Play Game
2. Instructions
3. Quit
Your choice :>>3
Bye ! Thanks for playing Moon Landing
FM-5
If the user chooses Instructions, i.e., enters 2 the instructions on
how to play the game shall be printed After that the program shall loop
back to the menu. The text of the instructions is as follows:
Please select an action:
1. Play Game
2. Instructions
3. Quit
Your choice :>>2
* * * * * * * * The Game * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
You are to land a spaceship on the moon.
You control the speed of your spaceship by telling it
how much fuel has to be burned every second.
5 units of fuel cancel the Moon gravity, more - will deccelerate your ship.
Do not run out of fuel.
To land successfully your velocity should not exceed 10 feet/sec
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Please select an action:
1. Play Game
2. Instructions
3. Quit
Your choice :>>
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FM-6
If the user chooses Play Game, i.e., enters 1, the game shall com-
mence. See requirements below for the in-game specifications. After the
game is over, the program shall loop back to the menu.
FM-7-1
During the game initialization stage, the program shall set the initial values
for the distance to the Moon, amount of fuel left and ship velocity. These
parameters were specified above.
FM-7-2-1
At the beginning of each game loop iteration, your program shall
display current status of the game. Current status includes
i. time elapsed since the beginning fo the landing (in seconds);
ii. distance left to the Moon (in feet);
iii. amount of fuel left (units);
iv. current velocity (feet/sec).
FM-7-2-2
After the status is displayed, the program shall prompt the user to
enter amount of fuel to be burned (injected) over the next second.
The program shall read the amount of fuel (an int value).
The amount of fuel entered by the user shall be tested: it shall not
be negative and it cannot exceed amount of fuel left. The prompt for
the amount of fuel to burn shall be repeated and a new value read
until a valid value had been entered.
FM-7-2-3
Once a valid amount of fuel is read the program compute the new
velocity of the ship and the new distance to the moon. Use the
formulas above to compute this.
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G.2 System Tests
TC-1
Steps
------------------------
1. Start Moon Lander.
Output
------------------------
Please select an action:
1. Play Game
2. Instructions
3. Quit
Your choice :>>
TC-2
Steps
------------------------
1. Start Moon Lander.
2. At the menu, type 3 and hit enter.
Output
------------------------
Bye ! Thanks for playing Moon Landing
TC-3
Steps
------------------------
1. Start Moon Lander.
2. At the menu, type 2 and hit enter.
Output
------------------------
* * * * * * * * The Game * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
You are to land a spaceship on the moon.
You control the speed of your spaceship by telling it
how much fuel has to be burned every second.
5 units of fuel cancel the Moon gravity, more - will deccelerate your ship.
Do not run out of fuel.
To land successfully your velocity should not exceed 10 feet/sec
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Please select an action:
1. Play Game
2. Instructions
3. Quit
Your choice :>>
TC-4
Steps
------------------------
1. Start Moon Lander.
2. At the menu, type 1 and hit enter.
Output
------------------------
Time Elapsed: 0 seconds
Distance: 500 feet
Fuel: 120
Velocity: 50 feet/sec
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TC-5
Steps
------------------------
1. Start Moon Lander.
2. At the menu, type 1 and hit enter.
3. Burn 10 units of fuel: type 10 and hit enter.
Output
------------------------
Time Elapsed: 1 seconds
Distance: 427.5 feet
Fuel: 110
Velocity: 45 feet/sec
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Appendix H
Experimental Dataset
H.1 Requirements
2.1.1
Formats source code in the BlueJ editor window on demand (does not format on the fly).
2.1.2
The user can edit the Style Preferences through the Style Preference GUI interface.
2.1.3
The user may specify or use default Style Preferences.
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2.1.4
Presents the user the option to choose from preset Style Preferences (such as the GNU or JAVA styles) as well as user’s Style
Preferences.
2.1.5
Immediately after ChangeStyle formats the code, the user may restore the file to its state right before the format occurred.
2.1.6
Support all standard BlueJ class types {Class, Abstract Class, Interface, Applet, Unit Test, Enum}.
2.1.7
Available External Documentation (user manual).
2.1.10
Has the ability to format multiple files at the same time (i.e. all source code in a package.) Also have the ability to format
just one file at a time.
2.1.12
ChangeStyle will only format compliable code.
2.1.13
ChangeStyle only formats files ending in ’.java’.
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2.1.14
Every panel in the settings dialog will have a personal help link linking to the corresponding section in the Jalopy User
Manual, if the section is available.
2.1.15
Customized Conventions ChangeStyle will allow the user to modify predefined conventions and save them as customized conventions
that will appear in the conventions drop down box along with the original predefined conventions.
2.1.16
Batch Undo ChangeStyle implement Batch Undo, which presents the user with a dialog with a selectable list of files which can be
undone, while displaying files which cannot be undone in grey.
2.1.17
Editor Update Changes made by ChangeStyle’s formatting are visible immediately in the editor window, and when the Undo button
is selected in the editor window, the editor window shows the undone code.
2.1.18
Import/Export The import and export convention functionality for ChangeStyle is located in the Preferences Panel and is
designed based on the approved UI prototype.
2.1.19
Headers/Footers ChangeStyle allows the user to replace Headers and Footers containing some user-specified text in the
corresponding panels and offers a help link to a new section in the User Manual describing Headers and Footers in more detail.
2.1.20
Status Panel Every time a class or project is formatted by ChangeStyle, the ’status panel’ at the bottom of BlueJ’s window
displays "Formatting... Done." When the undo feature is selected, the window will display "Undo Formatting... Done"
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2.1.21
Preference Panel When the users clicks, the "Edit..." button, no matter how many times, the Preferences panel only appears
once.
3.0.1
Minimum: 64MB main memory, Pentium II processor or equivalent Recommended: 128MB main memory, 400MHz Pentium III processor or
above
3.0.2
ChangeStyle does not take more than 10 seconds to format 1000 lines of code.
3.0.3
J2SE 1.6.0 (Java 2 SDK version 1.6.0) or newer must be installed.
3.0.4
ChangeStyle runs on BlueJ 2.2 or newer
3.0.5
ChangeStyle runs on Windows XP (SP2) and Mac OSX and Linux
3.0.6
ChangeStyle formats compiled code according to Jalopy’s formatting convention standards.
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3.0.9
The user can add and modify Style Preferences through the UI Portability
3.0.10
ChangeStyle is an extension to BlueJ which only runs on the Java Runtime Environment Reliability
3.0.11
ChangeStyle’s Mean Time Between Defects (MTBD) is greater than 30 formats.
3.0.12
ChangeStyle does not format on uncompilable .java files.
3.0.14
ChangeStyle does not add any new expressions to the formatted code.
3.0.16
A Computer Science student can download and install ChangeStyle in less than 30 minutes on a computer that has BlueJ already
installed.
3.0.17
A Computer Science student can format a .java file in BlueJ that has ChangeStyle already installed in less than 5 minutes.
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3.0.18
Formatting a file using the currently set Style Convention takes less than 4 clicks.
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H.2 System Tests
TC-1
Purpose:
Test that a format action properly updates the editor of a BClass and enables/disables the undo menu item properly.
Procedure:
* Download the test project directory from SVN.
* Open BlueJ with ChangeStyle installed.
* Open the test project.
* Reset ChangeStyle to DalbeyStyle through the Extensions Tab in BlueJ’s Preferences dialog.
* Follow the steps below.
Test Data:
Action Input Expected Output
Double-click on Test1 The BlueJ editor window appears with Undo button disabled
Click back to main BlueJ window BlueJ main window gains focus
Right-click Test1 Class context menu appears with ChangeStyle as an option
Click on ChangeStyle Sub-menu appears with Format enabled and Undo disabled
Click on Format Text in editor window is formatted (to match Test1.txt)and the Undo button is enabled. May
take effect on next step
Click on editor window Editor gains focus
Open a command window or terminal
Enter the command (UNIX)
diff <TestDir>/Test1.java <TestDir>/Test1.txt
(Windows)
fc <TestDir>/Test1.java <TestDir>/Test1.txt No output or differences should be detected if the format action was performed
correctly.
TC-2
Purpose:
To show how the user can change between different Style Preferences as well as user’s Style Preferences.
Procedure:
* Open BlueJ with ChangeStyle installed.
* Create a new project.
* Create a new Class
* Follow the steps below.
Test Data:
Action Input Expected Output
In main BlueJ window, click the ’Tools’ located in the menu across the top of the screen A pull-down menu
appears
Select and click ’Preferences...’ A pop up window appears giving information about preferences
Find and click on the ’Extensions’ tab The tab should change and you should see different detail sections
for each extentsion
Under the ChangeStyle detatil section, click the button labeled ’Edit...’ A ’Custom Settings’ pop-up window and a
’Preview’ pop-up window should appear
Looking over the ’Custom Settings’ pane, you can find under the ’Braces’ default option, ’Styles’ option, different preset
styles to choose from or you can go through each option and create your own style preferences After
selecting ’Ok’ when a format is invoked, the code should be formatted according to the chosen style
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TC-3
Purpose:
Test that format works on each BlueJ class type.
Procedure:
* Download the test project directory from SVN.
* Open BlueJ with ChangeStyle installed.
* Open the test project.
* Use the Tools/Preferences menu to select the Sun Style convention.
* Follow the steps below.
Test Data:
Action Input Expected Output
Click on the Compile button All classes are compiled
Using the Tools menu click on ChangeSyle Sub-menu appears with Format Entire Project enabled
Click on Format Entire Project The classes are formatted
Now try to right click on the paper icon in the environment. You will notice that a menu doesn’t pop up
offering the formatting option, since the file is a .txt file
Use diff or fc to confirm the format from a terminal or command prompt diff <testProject>/*.java <testProject>/*.txt No
differences should appear
TC-4
Purpose:
Show where to locate available external documentation.
Procedure:
* Open BlueJ with ChangeStyle installed.
* Create a new project.
* Reset Jalopy to its default settings through the Extensions Tab in BlueJ’s Preferences dialog.
* Follow the steps below.
Test Data:
Action Input Expected Output
In main BlueJ window, click the help tab at the top of the screen A pull-down menu appears
Select and click ’Installed Extensions’ A pop up window appears giving information about all the
installed extensions
Click on the bubble with the question mark inside of it (next to the status column of the ChangeStyle installed extension)
A pop up window should occur giving Extension Details
Click on the link provided next to the ’More Information At:’ label A web browser should pop up, open to
Luna’s Home Page
Find and click on the ’User Manual’ link pertaining to your version of the ChangeStyle extension Webpage opened to
the User Manual
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TC-5
Purpose:
Tests the formatter for safety when handling uncompiled code.
Procedure:
* Download the test project directory from SVN.
* Open BlueJ with ChangeStyle installed.
* Open the test project.
* Reset ChangeStyle to DalbeyStyle through the Extensions Tab in BlueJ’s Preferences dialog.
* Follow the steps below.
Test Data:
Action Input Expected Output
1. Double-click on Test1 The editor window appears for Test1.
2. Click anywhere in the text area of the editor A blinking vertical curser appears where you clicked.
3. Press the Space Bar on the keyboard A space is inserted
4. Press the Backspace key on the keyboard The added space is deleted
5. Click on the main BlueJ window BlueJ main window gains focus and Test1 appears shaded (uncompiled)
6. Right-click on Test1 Class context menu appears
7. Click on ChangeStyle Sub-menu appears
8. Verify that Format is disabled The Format option should appear grey with the text (not compiled)
9. Click on the Format option Nothing should happen and the menu should stay visible
10. Click on the Compile button Test1 is compiled
11. Repeat steps 6 & 7 Format should be enabled now
12. Click on Format the class is formatted
12. Use diff or fc to confirm the format from a terminal or command prompt diff <testProject>/*.java
<testProject>/*.txt No differences should appear
TC-6
Purpose:
Verify that ChangeStyle will operate on a computer meeting the system specifications.
Procedure:
* Look up the computers memory and the processor information.
* Follow the steps below:
Test Data:
Action Input Expected Output
Look up main memory Minium 64MB of memory
Look up processor Pentium II or equivalent
Verify both processor and main memory meet or exceed minimum requirements Pentium II or equivalent, 64MB
of memory
Run BlueJ BlueJ opens.
Verify ChangeStyle is installed: Help->Installed Extensions ChangeStyle should be displayed under Installed
Extensions.
TC-7
Purpose:
Verify that ChangeStyle takes 1 seconds or less to format 100 lines of code.
Procedure:
* Format a class that has about than 100 lines of code. Since comments can be formatted as well they are included.
* Follow the steps below:
Test Data:
Action Input Expected Output
Start BlueJ BlueJ window open
Open testcase07.java Class should appear in BlueJ window
Open Timer Timer should be at 00:00:00
Start Timer and Format testCase07.java Confirm button should appear
Stop Timer when comfirm button apears Timer should disply less than 00:00:01.00 or 1 second.
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TC-8
Purpose:
* Verify that the computer has J2SE 1.5.0 (Java 2 SDK version 1.5.0) or newer must be installed.
* Verify that the computer has BlueJ 2.2 or newer.
* Verify that ChangeStyle operates when requirements are met.
* Follow the steps below:
Test Data:
Action Input Expected Output
Verify Java Runtime Environment meets requirements. J2SE 1.5.0 {Java 2 SDK version 1.5.0) or newer
Verify BlueJ version number meets requirements BlueJ 2.2 or newer
Run BlueJ BlueJ UI opens.
Verify ChangeStyle is installed: Help->Installed Extensions ChangeStyle should be displayed in Installed Extensions
TC-9
Purpose:
* Checks to see if ChangeStyle was downloaded and works for Windows XP (SP2), Mac OSX and Red Hat Linux.
Procedure:
Follow the steps below:
Test Data:
Action Input Expected Output
Download ChangeStyle as a BlueJ extension
Open BlueJ Class should appear in BlueJ window
Open Help Help window will open
Click on Installed Extensions BlueJ:Installed Extensions windo will open
Window will say loaded ChangeStyle
Format testCase09.java Confirm window will open, saying class has been formatted.
Do this for all System, Windows XP (SP2), Mac OSX and Red Hat Linux
TC-10
Purpose:
To verify that ChangeStyle requires that a Java Runtime Environment be installed to run.
Procedure:
* Verify that the computer you are working on does not have a Java Runtime Environment installed. If there is one
installed, then uninstall it.
* Follow the steps below.
Test Data:
Action Input Expected Output
Attempt to download and install BlueJ using the instructions here:
http://www.bluej.org/download/download.html BlueJ should not be able to install.
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TC-11
Purpose:
To verify that ChangeStyle’s mean time between defects is greater than 30 formats.
Procedure:
* Open BlueJ. If BlueJ is not installed follow the instructions here: http://www.bluej.org/download/download.html to
download and install it.
* Check if ChangeStyle is installed by clicking "Help->Installed Extensions" on the menu panel and verifying that
"ChangeStyle" is on the list of extensions and is "loaded". If ChangeStyle is not installed follow the instructions here:
http://wiki.csc.calpoly.edu/Luna/wiki/download to download and install it.
* Follow the steps below.
Test Data:
Action Input Expected Output
Start BlueJ by clicking on its executable file. A BlueJ Project Window should appear.
Click "Project->New Project" in the BlueJ menu panel. A Create Project Window should appear.
Name the Project "DefectTest" and click "Create". DefectTest A new Project Window with no Class boxes in it should appear.
Click on "New Class" on BlueJ’s left side panel. A Create New Class Window should appear.
Name the class "DefectTestClass" and click "OK". A "box" with the name "DefectTestClass" in the Project Window
should appear.
Right-Click the "DefectTestClass" box and click "Compile". The box should appear plain, not having diagonal
lines through it.
Right-Click the "DefectTestClass" box, scroll down to "ChangeStyle", and click "Format" If BlueJ freezes or
closes prematurely record that a defect occurred and the time.
Click on "Tools->ChangeStyle-> Format" in the BlueJ menu panel. If BlueJ freezes or closes prematurely
record that a defect occurred and the time.
Repeat the previous two steps 30 more times. (Formatting the code)
After 30 or more formats record how many total defects occurred. Defects <= 1
TC-12
Purpose:
To verify that ChangeStyle does not format on uncompilable .java files.
Procedure:
* Open BlueJ. If BlueJ is not installed follow the instructions here: http://www.bluej.org/download/download.html to
download and install it.
* Check if ChangeStyle is installed by clicking "Help->Installed Extensions" on the menu panel and verifying that
"ChangeStyle" is on the list of extensions and is "loaded". If ChangeStyle is not installed follow the instructions here:
http://wiki.csc.calpoly.edu/Luna/wiki/download to download and install it.
* Follow the steps below.
Test Data:
Action Input Expected Output
Start BlueJ by clicking on its executable file. A BlueJ Project Window should appear.
Click "Project->New Project" in the BlueJ menu panel. A Create Project Window should appear.
Name the Project "FormatTest" and click "Create". FormatTest A new Project Window with no Class boxes in it should appear.
Click on "New Class" on BlueJ’s left side panel. A Create New Class Window should appear.
Name the class "FormatTestClass" and click "OK". A "box" with the name "FormatTestClass" in the Project Window
should appear.
Double click on the "FormatTestClass" box. A Class Editor Window should appear.
Type "not valid code" as the first line of the Class and close the Editor Window. not valid code The Class Editor
Window should disappear.
Right-Click the "FormatTestClass" box and scroll down to "ChangeStyle". A grayed-out button that says "Format
(not compiled)" should appear.
Click on "Tools->ChangeStyle" in the BlueJ menu panel. A grayed-out button that says "Format (not compiled)"
should appear.
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TC-13
Purpose:
* Verify the formatting function will not change the source code in a functional way.
Procedure:
* Open BlueJ.
* Create a new project containing the following class:
TestCase3014.java
* Follow the steps below:
Test Data:
Action Input Expected Output
Start BlueJ. The BlueJ main window appears.
Open the project containing TestCase3014.java. The new project window is displayed.
Run the class. "Hello World!
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10"
Change the brace style to GNU.
Right click on the class TestCase3014 and select ChangeStyle | Format. The class should now be displayed as
uncompiled.
Compile and run the class. "Hello World!
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10"
Open the Editor window and verify no new expressions were added to the code. The formatting should have only
changed, no new expressions displayed.
File: TestCase3014.java
public class TestCase3014 {
public static void main(String[] args) {
System.out.println("Hello World!");
for(int i=1; i<=10; i++) {
System.out.println(i);
}
}
}
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TC-14
Purpose:
* Verify the the user can install ChangeStyle in less than 30 minutes.
Procedure:
* Open the ChangeStyle website.
* Download the most recent ChangeStyle jar file.
* Follow the installation instructions found on the Luna website.
* Verify ChangeStyle is installed and detected by BlueJ.
Test Data:
Action Input Expected Output
Open Luna Software’s website. http://wiki.csc.calpoly.edu/Luna/wiki The main wiki page for Luna Software is
displayed.
Click on the link "Download ChangeStyle". The download page is displayed.
Download the latest version and follow the installation instructions listed on the bottom of the page
ChangeStyle should now be installed.
Run BlueJ. The main BlueJ window is displayed.
Click on Help -> Installed Extensions. The Installed Extensions window is displayed.
Verify ChangeStyle is listed and the status displays "loaded."
Calculate the time spent installing. The install time should be less than 30 minutes.
TC-15
Purpose:
* Verify the user can format the code in under 5 minutes.
* Verify the user can format in as little as two clicks.
Procedure:
* Open BlueJ.
* Create a new project containing the following class:
TestCase3017.java
* Follow the steps below:
Test Data:
Action Input Expected Output
Start BlueJ. The BlueJ main window appears.
Open the project containing TestCase3017.java. The new project window is displayed.
Right click on the class TestCase3017 and select ChangeStyle | Format. The class is now formatted and should be
displayed as uncompiled.
Verify the procedure took less than 5 minutes.
File: TestCase3017.java
public class !TestCase3014 {
public static void main(String[] args)
{
System.out.println("Hello World!");
for(int i=0; i<=10; i++) {
System.out.println(i);
}
}
}
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TC-17
Purpose:
* User can add/modify Style Preferences through UI.
Procedure:
* Download and install "changestyle.jar" from the LUNA Wiki Page.
* Create a new file called "JDalbeyConvention.xml" with the text from case #16
* Create a new BlueJ Project called "Test Case MARK".
* Create a new Class called "TestClass".
* Edit "TestClass" (see case #18).
* Go to Tools > Preferences...
* Go to the [Extensions] tab
* Click [Edit...]
* Navigate to the General section.
* Type "New Convention" in the "Name:" field.
* Type "New (Test) Convention" in the "Description:" field.
* Navigate to the Printer > Indentation section.
* Set the "General indent:" field to "8".
* Click [Apply].
* Navigate to the General section.
* Click [Export...]
* Click [Browse...].
* Type "NewConvention" in the "File name:" field.
* Click [OK].
* Click [Import...].
* Click [Browse...].
* Find the file "JDalbeyConvention.xml", click on it and then click [OK].
* Click [OK].
* Click [Import...].
* Click [Browse...].
* Find the file "NewConvention.xml", click on it and then click [OK].
* Click [OK].
* -- compare expected output #1 below --
* Click [OK].
* Click [OK].
* Close BlueJ.
Test Data:
Expected Output #1
General Section
Name: JDalbey Convention
Description: JDalbey 305/308/309 Coding Convention
Printer > Indentation Section (General Tab)
General indent: 4
JDalbeyConvention.xml
see test case 16
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TC-18
Purpose:
* Verify that ChangeStyle formats code properly
Procedure:
* Download and install "changestyle.jar" from the LUNA Wiki Page.
* Create a new file called "JDalbeyConvention.xml"
* Edit "JDalbeyConvention.xml" (see below).
* Create a new BlueJ Project called "Test Case MARK".
* Create a new Class called "TestClass".
* Edit "TestClass" (see below).
* Go to Tools > Preferences...
* Go to the [Extensions] tab
* Click [Edit...]
* Navigate to the General section.
* Click on the Import button
* Click the Browse button
* Choose JDalbeyConvention.xml
* Click the OK Button
* Navigate to the Printer > Indentation section.
* Set the "General indent:" field to "8".
* Navigate to the Printer > Braces section.
* Click the box next to "Sun Java style".
* Click [Apply].
* Click [OK].
* Click [OK].
* Right-click "TestClass".
* Click Compile.
* Right-click "TestClass".
* Click ChangeStyle > Format.
* -- compare expected output #1 below --
* Right-click "TestClass".
* Click Open Editor.
* -- compare expected output #2 below --
* Close the "TestClass" Editor.
* Close BlueJ
Test Data:
Expected Output #1
The "TestClass" icon should have ’hash marks’ indicating it is not compiled. No pop-up messages should appear.
Expected Output #2
public class TestClass {
// instance variables - replace the example below with your own
private int x;
/**
* Constructor for objects of class TestClass
*/
public TestClass() {
// initialise instance variables
x = 0;
}
}
TestClass
public class TestClass
{
// instance variables - replace the example below with your own
private int x;
/**
* Constructor for objects of class TestClass
*/
public TestClass()
{
// initialise instance variables
x = 0;
}
}
JDalbeyConvention.xml
see case 16
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Appendix I
HIPAA Requirements
I.1 Requirements
AC
Access Control. Implement technical policies and procedures for electronic information
systems that maintain electronic protected health information to allow access only to
those persons or software programs that have been granted access rights as specified
in ? 164.308(a)(4).
AL
Automatic logoff. Implement electronic procedures that terminate an electronic session
after a predetermined time of inactivity.
AUD
Audit Controls. Implement hardware, software, and/or procedural mechanisms that record
and examine activity in information systems that contain or use electronic protected
health information.
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EAP
Emergency access procedure. Establish (and implement as needed) procedures for obtaining
necessary electronic protected health information during an emergency
IC
Integrity controls. Implement security measures to ensure that electronically transmitted
electronic protected health information is not improperly modified without detection
until disposed of.
PA
Person or entity authentication. Implement procedures to verify that a person or entity
seeking access to electronic protected health information is the one claimed.
SED
Encryption. Implement a mechanism to encrypt electronic protected health information
whenever deemed appropriate.
TED
Encryption and decryption. Implement a mechanism to encrypt and decrypt
electronic protected health information
TS
Transmission security. Implement technical security measures to guard against
unauthorized access to electronic protected health information that is being
transmitted over an electronic communications network.
UUI
Unique user identification. Assign a unique name and/or number for
identifying and tracking user identity.
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